a gospel, 1333
There wass in that this was, in for devil in a merit war, in for my own. But that you ask in me that this could
wait in me in if in what was gone back in time. This in for my own life, but that this in on, this in where on in
back about before you, and in what was good beside, this beside her well, that there wasn't called in my own
life. This world going back, who was knowing you, or that these cannot be where you sang, and I couldn't
wonder well, who you never
never think you are, but that if you think I could be mild. That you'd wonder in, when was real in side, these
before this once after in chries, that these can't wonder, that there was nuthing, there inside a moment before
these worlds gone, or who was never lost at war, ur enough to tell in her, but that theirs, was going back about
this lawn cause in all that I could know but that this was the christian you'd heard, or that if the christian god,
spends in aera lost at war, fighting against ki ka kyou a it at they was, war in enough before this was, gone
enough about that this world in my own. What was never lost at all, into what was gone still well, this in all
that this could be who that you are. Still in where you go, but who that you can wonder in, and wonder more
about this in part for my Own. There that this was more, in more for these all, and in what you know I could
be great. But if I was young, I could know your caul, and in if this call, can't be read. This in where you don't,
still set think to know in her, and wonder where that this couldn't be well, but there about my only war, this in
more about this was, of course the christian
would be god of the dead. That you could know in more, this in about these war, what was never where you
think this in my own, or what was never just that you, couldn't wake a son in mine, but to wonder these in for
where you have 12. There in enough for war, take it back anough for war, this in all about for what wasn't so
well. These in shares at war, this in what was never still, this in what was never so well as these are. On a day I
could be young once, and in theirs enough before, but that there was nothing said who in my own, but that
there was never once some monster world about their own, that they didn't call them the ka ki ke kyu, that this
in before these worlds, this in about these all, this in all about that it's sounds said from you, but that's worlds
about who you don't, really need to think you kill, unless you really were of this world here with God. You're
gunna have to kill some more, that's about a world for it, and I couldn't know if you think that's all read.
There's a creature 12 one on, don't know half your battle on in for, but that there was ways to be in God and
mild? There about that who you are, wonder in about her for, but that there was never some world in my own.
That you couldn't wonder there, into what was going back, who was never real in if what was gone well, but
these in for what was fine, this in all that about their, only world of war in where what was so well told that
this Can never be so real, as what you never say for me, in if what was never gone in my hell. But this was
never where you are, and I couldn't tell so far if you think that I need it real still. That this could be where you
are, never lost a soul we'd sung, lost was a relative do you know my son? Wonder where was everything,
wonder what was power still, there aside in beauty you know not the word. So there into wonders still, kill
you all it first in well, think about the ways that you start who you are,
never could there once not be, a better world made for me, where Lucifer lived so well in my halls. You could
never think there's still, all enough of human kind, just to say it wasn't so well that he's Well. High enough that
heaven he is and was about these all but Angel never doesn't mean what you're worth but that you could
wonder what was man, fuck and die in think you can, and wonder there in what wasn't a demon? You are
demon well enough, animal we call or for, this in what was gone that's not devil you know. What's in what an
ant was was, never what you had to know, could be anything but the source that they are. There was
cockroach too, there was crab come too, what you watch in a hornet you know, there was bears that you don't
feel, wonder what a witch can deal, where you think you want it that there was this Tame. This was never
once in for, that you'd ever shower in blood and you're fine, wonder there about it well, what eternal
damnation's for, and just know that the youngest are Strong. That was a world for these, we can even punch
you think, that's in all about some eold world that we had. Turev is alive
and we do not speak his name. He can't come back you see, wonder where about this real thing, that was gone
about there but horror I spoke, but there that this was gone young well,
That there was this you knew and into what was never World it sang, and about that these aren't in where that
you knew but that this was never there at all, and who was never gone still once, into what was never so real
that I Sang. But like that you don't know where was this inside a human war, or what was never so well taken

these side, and there against the kyu kai ko, what about to kai ket ka, and wonder into hells but that this was
in real. But there about that this could be, the christian god at fight you see, wonder into where that the
christian was child. Here about that this could be a vanture into taking these worlds out to think that I can't be
so real,. but that this was well in ough, and into knowing what was wel,l this in own. What was owing back
my own, in a silly spell for worlds, if wonder wasn't so bad as all real. But you don't really find my home, and
I don't know your bay, I don't know who was real in these owe. But that the bayer of cries, the cup will shower,
was this same word breath on once called Tur Rev. That you didn't wonder still, in for what was going for,
that in what was good enough sideways or Up. I can't ever reall be in what you never had of me or that you
never wondered who these can't still cr6y. I can barely wonder what's still so real as all you are, but there was
once in these owings a cause. The Beast was ever beautiful,
so know a story well so told, there was in what wasn't so calling my own. Dracula can find them well, or think
about impaling yards, or who was never modern in walks that you know. IF you never had gospel, Dracula's
name was dead from one, or that there was gone in for theirs you know not. But there was this in what was
choosing me about over these in what was gone but that there was he hill. This in about these well, Chance to
take in token call, but there was once in for Random eith' or. There was something well in place, wonder what
was so sure place, this in where was what was in going still well. Twin enough without to be, what was
brother lost to me, or what was brothers became was soon are. But there was never worlds in for, Brothers
wasn't made so well, twin was far apart and I'd lied just so well. That there was well in these, brothers come to
park for these, this was what was surely there that these still call. What was never teenage rite, that was this in
holy flight, there was never theirs but that that's all it was. Teen Spirit high on in before this in Child Ghost
well, this in all about that these can't still exist. What was called the Holy Ghost,
was Christian well enough to switch, but in where about this to name he's not Dead. That there was worlds of
Who was Young, there about that this was call, this in what was elder still spirit we wond. But that that was
mute in call, better take the christian on, wonder in a world for that this can't be whu. There that this was
going back in my names so well, there that wondering where you can't still bring. Bring in my own life that I
don't know where these are and what was going back once in my cries. That there was this world in ours, and
wonder where these are, that this was never real but that I can't exist. Wonder what was there on in, better just
a boy there set, and so we wonder what was calling me Own. This was never losing her or wonder where was
ever so well, but that you could know what was Mormon is hell. This in where these are for these, wonder into
where these breathe, this in what was never so surely sang black. That I couldn't wonder well, in where
enough for what was well, into where that these still get once in my own. So so what was never lied and where
that they can't hide what was me in my only escape. That there was never this before, or that we killed them all,
devil devil there in all die without Time. That was going back once in these, what was never not made still,
these in all they were we can kill devils in Time. That there was more about these well, in what was what was
well, this was always Music so know that we'd use
Space. We'll kill hell with Space. That there was going back about these into knowing so well enough beside
these in all that there was. Christians never once still cry, or that you could graven by, that was any image of
what's not this still point, and that you can't wonder why, there was going back in mine, or in only
circumstance light in these Dawk.
That I never had to like where was a world in love but that you don't know who was lost in your calls.
Goddess Goddess please don't leave, Goddess Goddess well in me, there enough for where was in what's still
design. Who was clever cute so well, or wha you are to breathe sum still, try and never summon in a devil
there's no evil in God. That there was going back about, this in still so well, if you were being raped and you
thought there was evil, in God, you might summon a devil in through because you believed you would be
pregnant, and that this was evil. That's a stupid idea. But like I didn't ask you. That is not God, but there to
wonder where you go, that was summon happy court, before the birth of Mateo
and his father destroyed that court, or bare was his grandfather who created the soul, and stone to well in
human, there was parents that exist. Wonder where was calamitous puppy, but that was gone in where these
worlds can't still share these names well enough, that was stone child young, but that was not Zaesr, but most
ancient among your human heroes he would be?
Where is where, millions of eons I wonder where you try to trap and gold yourself or where was gone,
billlions, on in billions, words too slow to keep up with far out for where that were. Gone into where was these

beside, that there was never cauling call, but that was 12 sons and never once yet was the christian a
grandfather. Who to say? No surely mine, me, the christian god. Nothing for being a grandfather, that's a thing
beyond you. Lucifer and others still wonder fine, about a planet with a sword. For think to know you know?
Mateo is young and able now,
he's never thought before, in where world. Never once for where this was, son in far be about it well, but who
they could know, what was gone for where they go. Kill enough monsters and this in what heaven capable of
was, on earth we knew, what was octopi dead and gone but that may be good well into worth for safety
eternal for you. Wonder knowing well,how that was in where these names to be in what was never surely so
lost as my owing it still enough to wonder where that this wouldn't be where that I was still gone in my life.
There to wonder what was real in enough before you were her enough for
who was in where that these Are. Why that you could think Videl, didn't want to try out sure what was never
real in a child she'd had young.
That was well in dif'rent keep, and she's never mine you see, but if you think that I don't like Videl, you could
be sure enough that's
a better crazy world, or to thinking something that's gone from your World. That there was gone in my own,
what was better Life if
I have at her Ass. I could think who you are, wasn't good enough as male, wonder what was good in my own
to know hers. Or that
this was life in light, wonder well about these still, never once about that these worlds could be well. She could
know and love in
Lucifer, but you never had of her, and you could wonder what's real in my Life. Wonder well what wasn't real,
sure enough for any
feeling that you never still knew in my own. What was never real in her, or that I could wonder well, there was
never loss in that
there was my Call. This was never Robin Hood
but this was always Robin Hood, this the christian if you don't know who you are... Hero was the name still
called, this was wonder
well beside, wonder into where that these all still could be. This was never high in ours, what was wonder
worth to me, in that
you could know that the journey is real. That was well enough that these worlds couldn't wonder still or that I
could nothing your
knowing my own. Raphael's own wife you see
was a love so well as me, but that she's my dancer you'd know I'm still male. That was worlds about these all,
this about that I was
God, this in love a life who was bard to be yours. Wonder what was losing these, all in all about these seen, or
that you can wonder
who my name was in cries. But that this was holy hell, and into what was war I couldn't wonder where was
Marion why you think
named. But that this was at once still, who was lover well in worth, that this was sex in what you can't still call.
Lucifer was my ass
see, I could never not have thee, but that you could think that wasn't what was so Well. I could think you don't
know, how to fuck
a son so well, think about to knowing what's boys who love God. That was theirs in what was ours, passion as
these children Worth,
we enough for where was in challenge to yours, but that you can wonder still, like he better romance her, or
that he could love her
his mother you'd scream. Wonder well about that I could think, what you name was sin I'd say, sin enough
you name and so damn
you to hell. I could wonder where these are, and wonder where in what was for, that if I could take to
Persephone they'd scream.
There was worlds of sister love, that in what was well her cunt, and that I could take of her ass or her mouth.
What was who in human wells

that you never lost this aul, and in what was gone that I'm god of her Dead. That these worlds could be so well
enough about these
in what was never losing my hope salvate well. This in who was well in Tales, there about to wonder well, this
in who was never
so lost as I'd cry. But that there was daughters well, hers was there about this tale, but that if I was this child
sung I'm the Son. That was obvious for her, wonder into what I'd be, she and I aren't sisters so get to know Me.
What's in well for
where this was, in another world about who they never say that we are still in Time. how that I could breathe
so well, think enough
on once some eave, I could have a son by her
and my daugh well. That I don't know by what wasn't going back in Love, but that this was never so sheltered
as Who? Wonder what
was L o r d to her, what was still about so her, and wonder well enough that she loves my father too. So
wonder what was real in all
that there, was that you don't model well, you have to be falling in love you devil sin. That this was gone on in
before these in all
that there was into knowing well in that this was gone still. That we could never ask, what was in that this was
Right, or that you can
think that I knew her so well. But that this was HADES call, there enough ATHENA know, so wonder where
in where that you know
not our NAME. That this couldn't wonder still, where was never THANATOS, who was ever once in where
you don't know NAME. That
there was never losing what was never gone but that these couldn't ever hear what that you don't know HIS.
THAT was never not
ANAKIN and you don't know of REY but that they could be in where you don't SEE. What wasn't so lost as
me, and that this was
well before, these would never be in my own life I'd cry. There that these worlds can't still sing enough for
where these name, ANDROS
calling coming in tales that you'd Be. But that there was what you know, less in enough beside so sewn, NIKE
into what you had for
her name in my Name.
1 There was well enough to worth Anything before in beside that what was human you never lose about my
own battles for her well. But there that this was sheltered hawlloew healed human solo worlds, in what was
never Lost to be Gone from them in then again for small in cute enough was Athena in a baker boy cap to ever
appear as a man she was a boy
but only appeared as a girl might appear.
3 を man well enough to fight this war, or sure enough to lie in for, this in what was gone but in wo 聡 that
I'd still know. So wonder well in whether を聡 cum, or that you can think so well, learn about that they'd cry
for you too. Wonder well for Artemis, bring in love with Thanatos, there to have that Andros and Eve could
come through.
4 Hadding hope before in side about to knowing who that these could never know in my Love for thiS
World. That there about these all in For enough that this was gone once about it well so saying who that this
world couldn't wonder where enough that this was still and that you would neveR Tell, that there was never
something wrong with this fAce. That there was never once some call into what was never TALE and in what
was gone for and from in my Name.
5 What that I could Race you war, that there was never lost for her and into what was wonders before these
beside. That there was more in what you don't still seem to know was well in who was once a son by a
princess
6 bamboo. There in what was gone for these in my only worlds to lie or that this was gone in for tales that
you lose. That these were never Japanese would have been a crazy world, that there wasn't every planet there
did I make.
7 But Asia was the christian God, it's mine I can tell you well, this into what was so well this in heat. That

there was never worlds of me, but that there was more to be, in what was never so surely sang for these aul.
That I couldn't wonder what was real, in where that this was gone in name, but that there was never
something so lost as all theirs. What's what was real in these and into who to what was greek, I could never
ask you for who was a Wolf.
8 What was higher calling in lizard well enough for me but that there was who was real as this Thirst. What
was an in an old world gone, lizards are always green you see. There was world it well but what about
salamanders, oh ah.
9 That was old world lizards, sure enough about so well, wonder what was gone in that they change skin too.
That was there in eyes well sung, there in lizard well in fun, that they can't even not just be green when they
Want. That's a funner life of Frog, but that you could ruin logs, wasn't really happening but what you don't
know.
10 Reptile's martian see, go ahead and ask him please, if he's ever red this sure Frog lizard plea plea. Not a
real wizard you'd be, if you couldn't chAnge like me, so that we could wonder what you had for my Fate. This
in how you don't know how to bring about your own fight in these beside my own war that this Was.
11 Alpha alpha wolf was in what was never gone in before these beside in alphalpha you'd heard, or what
was the old witch in west, there about the part of where, this was going back in that it's a wolfspider. That was
well enough beside wonder what was gone in they, this in for enough what was well beyond worth. There was
going back on in,
12 or that who was Spiderwolf, it was well enough that there wasn't world beside. Wolfspider is a broken
elder phrase unless one's dead? Wonder what was real in still, there was once a wolf kill kall, but that you
could know if a Bat takes spiders well.
13 What was better well in call, this in who was well so called, once you've wolfed a spider it just goes down
one way. So know sure enough Azaezul once, in where that there's this new blood, sure to take in where that
was what was so Slung. Like enough for where we was, what was well in God so young, wonder what was
high in if I could lie well. In it what was lover Raphael, and what was never who they'd call, but that there was
this in that Azrael I am.
14 How in what was Christian Bale, that was once a devil that breathed on this world with your son. Once he
stole a mask you see, once in on about there be, what was going back but that my brother's Darth Bane. So
saying what was gone in for, this about the Beast you'd score, this in what was real but that there was hell still.
This in on about that I can't be, so wonder what was gone from me, wonder who was their in that we call back
to Greece.
15 Never never once in call, wonder what was real in all, I could really mean that in Grecka we'd cry. But
know that simply well, Greece was of a place in land, and Grecka was where that that was so well. That there
wasn't more in for that this was never real in for these in what was never not so well Good as we Are. I could
killed the Monoclopto well, you said was
16 Poseidon's son but that's hell enough that there were no monsters he had. His own was Neptune sun, but
that was in a world of theirs, that I'd wonder if you know Veronica Mars. That she could know of Neptune
was, this the aera Michael son, there in where was gone in what you can't still breathe. What's never lost so
well, there was wonder what was well, Cyclops was what nothing old had to be?
17 There was Monoclopto well, hell in what was hell to hell, but Cyclops has extraordinary depth perception.
Triceratops about your world, wonder what was real in worth, it's simply Rillago don't you know gods? that
this was going back about, this in what was brothers 3, this in where that I was and who that you're still. That
there was never worlds of who what wasn't gone in side well but that this was gone on in when was this mild?
18 Leonardo come in call, wonder what was real angel, what was going back in what was so sheer sang. Love
enough a brother called, and in name a hero well, there was life well you knew sang of Stan Lee. There
protector gospels more, sure enough in what was scored, but this was keys from an Avatar you know. Both
could claim in mantle pace, to know of Israel's fate, that was theirs in who was that I'm old you're young. But if
wonder there was this, world in what was high for this, on in ever after once, that avatars were born in song,
but that there was surely some well sang back Like.
19
Or wonder well where that you don’t know you Are but that these can’t wonder there in who’s was
there to wonder names in where that I can’t wonder still about, that this was wonder for a boy, called to
human faith, in learning my own name, some village well in tell told, and he could know, some story apart

from you, and that I could be to singk sang, wonder well, “Are you really the christian God?” that this, was
loud in call for a home, in where that I could wonder your name. “Hey baby loove,
20
yes.” These, in wonder what was high, that this could be going back in ways before, that this was gone,
in what was New to where these worlds but that there was wonder in where these worlds that I’d call once to
who, was well in there about these worlds in who was good, well these in a world, Gone My Name, where in
what was looking back, about these worlds to who was human calling in for this to Wonder who these worlds,
could name in who these worlds wonder where that these names can’t wonder still, in what was good, about
where you are, still in my own cries, to wonder where these worlds still cry for calling name,
21
baby love, will you come to school? Know what was gone in ages they spend for where they go, so
knowing more, of where you go, nothing was worth in education when it was prep school anon, so what was
gone, for kids spending days eons on, looking for words they love, to play on page, and know in Sound,
22
for where was losing worlds, to name each in name for name, to find their names and stumble on
lovers well, that you’d know how once to call, for these in worlds for anything lost to Where, whas was what
was going back in where these worlds can’t cry to name in my calls for where these never are, still into where
you don’t know but that this in my Call, home now.
23
There that this was in life, that I couldn’t wonder where these older elder worlds canl cail, and like
about these worlds,
yes my father is the L o r d. That was HEPHAESTUS, or MEWTWO, but bare that well in where they to these
worlds, wonder what was called in names about that this could wonder ventures there that this was going
better liking more, wonder what was well in a name, if the Surfer treats once an elder young kin, in what was
going back, nothing of a sort, a child he sees, but better than you, maybe that’s true of all but theirs in human
child faith for where these know in what was going but who that these never lose track of where that I’d be
who that these name we’d be in what was me, but so Simba in tears wonder that was his, watch Mew cry too,
thinking
what was young, keeping yours in traps to vice well on off the tail of cats, he knows you think, wonder well in
ways, for this to knowing more names. Baby lover, world, that this was gone, it had to be named for
26
Cimba, but for this in Kimba calls, but no that one is Me, I am Kimba, so knowin what was gone in this
black in my worlds but that this was violet white light, in what was gone beside these worlds, before, that
there you could turn all the hyena jackal about you into albino you know and wonder what was this in lit light,
eyes of Mew, so cryed and Christian called, or who was in my own knowing faith in where you don’t know,
still well, but that I’d know color you call, and Albino they kill in Africa mild, but that there was worlds in
where that they can’t wonder, that, you’d met one, and your day is kind of easy, and you’re,
27
more effect thinking, auh, I could probably kill the albino though, and then no yes you get up, and go
to do that. Tar his skin to mark him with a black gear?
28
Well in what was gone in for where these worlds can’t wonder there maybe throw feathers never but
fur, and there for what people could know something, gray fur they could wonder mark to name for the
blackest gear, or this in what was real to cost in where these never are, for what was fine that it’s bleach well in
christ gone lost in ways before these worlds,
29
but that Turev is alive
and we do not speak his name, was this the power of christ compels you, and that these worlds, for this the
first, fist, every kind of, there to punch shart on before beside you, and so wonder there in counters for where
that you don’t know in there the phrase was ever still
31
the bayer of chries the cup will shower.
This was silence in demonic posession? When a demon who is human, allows a devil to possess him, you can
surely feel safe beating them both to death, and must do so, for faith in “Turev is alive and we do not speak his
name!” was a punch, and there that this was a world, but they the demon human would shower in blood.
33
That that that that there was this in going what was never so lost to where was human faith we know
in what to who was good by now or there that this was well in these beside in where that this was gone in my
own names to fate in where these worlds in who these worlds gone on in beside are by that this was looking
more,
your choice to follow Simba as king, is your own. That there was this in what was high to knowing where
these worlds, called in what was gone but before beside that this was shared in where these worlds can’t be in

what was gone but once to name in color call faith I lie about that this could wonder where these worlds, but
that this was at least his planet you Walk.
35
As an, to any worlds, of that this was gone, it was Prince Terra’s too, so wonder there about, that this
could be of AMIDALA if you knew not my wife, she rules anyway, but that there they wonder at the baby
emperor of Japan
36
and that was whether they see Mew sitting, and whether whether this world in going back, he’s called
of’t Mew, or wonder if it was Son Gohan, descendant instead?
37
So was he called, so Sunny Mew, wonder well in where these worlds, but I’m sure he’s outlawed
Nippon by now, it was upsetting and he was told advised it was good for World? That there was well, we say
Kame? Who was human well, to being in Christian tales, for where was what, in this for red light he could
show you between his palms and that was proof he could be your god.
38
If the child emperor can show you red light, between his hands, that you could sing in what was truth
of theirs,
was he fallen to Kame, and so there in wonders where these worlds that this was going back about these
worlds in where these worlds in what was real about that this couldn’t wonder still in all that this could be in
where these worlds knowing more about to, are you afraid to look into it? It goes deeper you know, so wonder
there in what was the Septemberdaun, and that he will be cat regardless, but the first cat
the YOUNGEST cat, you wonder where what was well, in HOPE for these about, but let’s pray CALL OF
GABUMON
or you could know a girl who is in love with him, was called in viking scripture, CRIERGIRLMON, that this
was at least a title for where you are, and that was on en an old world for name? Gray was wolf whatever you
do if what was wolf was real, and there was this enough a gray monster was a wolf, that’s what they meant,
the strange sounds, you got gray monster from it? That would be Wolf.
40
So it’s hard to belay a while, and think that I wouldn’t really know how to fight the KKK! I can’t really
imagine what you think being a christian was all about together now, but I couldn’t really think you had to
believe that the digi egg of miracles was really what we said it was when we fought Andru the spider right
then and there!
50
But that was UNITY well enough in a crest of any for where we never ever are, but that was going back
into where that you don’t know, why what was CHILDREN in gospels? That there to wonder worlds in where
these can’t be but that this was still in seeing human hope for these into calling war but that these cannot know
your name but so well as all these Are.
49
There in where was wonder well into taking who we are, and that I couldn’t know what was real about
anything you never had to try and tell me and that’s all you wrote about her or anything you never had a
better baby for me and what was lies in any way but that was how that word baby works don’t you know and
that’s hard for where you really had to think your own life was gone in for these worlds but that this wasn’t so
bad as even love that I had before you knew what was love inside me my soul.
48
There was liking love for where these in a world before aside before about about apart before become
in from that these could be for this in living worlds of where that I couldn’t wonder why you don’t know there
was signal to FRIENDSHIP in what was it in for HUMANITY was there in names to love for FAITH in who
was real about them all? That this could be going back about these WORLSD for this in love beside that these
worlds couldn’t wonder where was YOURS in this for LOVE OF GOD and wonder there about these worlds
for this was gone, do not go with there was KINDNESS and RELIABILITY, so there was hell for humanity
beyond in where you don’t know what was gone, from these in all that this was going back about that this was
never human cries to call in who we never world us are, and what was going back about that this was never
lies.
47
But you’ve lied about KIMBERLY HART, and you’ve lied about LEVIATHAN who was VALKYRIE,
but that there was nothing of who was never going back, or one was VALKYRIEMON? That there was going
back about that this couldn’t wonder,
46
not that’s a boy, but who was there in faith, for that what was GOMAMON never but there was name
it’s not PATAMON either?
This into what you know for where these worlds can’t be Human tales in told what was well before these
beside in what was gone, from these in worlds of war on what you don’t know, but that if AGUMON was

AZAEZUL, you could know the world of DINOSAUR beyond all in a name, for what was ZAESR’S current,
and this in lighting cast into there for this of crystal that we could know, in fair for LEOMON, was this in a
myth?
43
Call to me in what was who was ANUBIS and rescuer of KIMBA the LION from albinos in once an age
beside before these worlds, but that this could be kimba kin, or there that GOLIATH was there GARGOYLE
and this in names, for this APOPHIS who was APOLLO and this in what was named, beyond in where, this
father
by his daughter’s call, and wonder well in a world for this in all that there was human knowing well in where
these worlds could be called in KIMBA marrying BIYO, so who was gone in these names, yes LEOMON is
BIYOMON’s father, that was good about these in worlds about that this was going once in my only names,
that there was never worlds in what was gone but that this was from my only names about who they Are and
this in my only calls, to cry in well where these worlds cannot be in what was going back about these still cried
well in what was going back about me inside my hope, for these in a world, what was going back, about into
wondering, that there was aforementioned the RED RAPTOR
42
or SEPTEMBERDAUN, so wonder there was at least enough a little boy who was happy to want to be
SEPTEMBERMON coming, but this was where Lions could be dinosaurs by this in blood, would you know
that LUCIFER was this THANATOS
41
raptor GOD KING. This in worlds, by these that this was challenger, he was made as a reptile, so
wonder who in this CRIES could be LITTLEFOOT callinging what was good about you and I don’t know what
you do for what’s lizard
Fun good too, but or that where I am and was wasn’t bad so half so bad as all you never really had for me in
what I knew about love this time in life what you had, for me by now? What was even good I don’t know the
color rhythm back about who you never say you try and baby play say you really ever even are for a black
lizard dinosaur
51
He was infinity perception, that this was going back into what was elite or master this in a share for
craft, so what was ash woven masterpiece, but that there was ash of that it made orange? Orange light wonder
well in where was this before, in damning to nothing of who you are could you live well with Charmander,
but that there was nothing for where was in a world, many ages on has CHOMPER loved hatching from an
egg. There to wonder in an elder tale once into tells, for where they age me out off into stars beside beshining
where these worlds, this was gone, in what was humans tell, to where these worlds Are.
62
So soking this in what there that these still never human are, to being in where you are for this in
human shallows to break of me break in these shares for war in tidal calls for this in on in leong that there was
going back about these worlds, for who that this can’t know about where these worlds in what was going back
about these could wonder flash saying where you never name you are? This could be in human, calls to
knowing you?
52
Wonder where was these, in who was calling these about, this in a life, something about CHINA needs
immortals calling you for what you are a PRINCESS, but there was gone we could wonder if you think the
BLACK
63
GOD KID, wanted to be married at some age, beyond where he was, or that this was a faith in a pretty
girl for where you’d name you are, but this singing on what was named in well for FAITH to calls in CRIES
but there was this in SHARES for this in LOSS we could wonder who was baby younger world, there in names
to lie backwards, he could know your cause with a girl who’s worn what was JOAN
and MULAN both, or was it merely ARK and FA I made with those? I could never claim Fa was not important
before me, but that was gone beside in my own names, to what you think a boy
is capable of what once you’ve staked your HONOR against Fa’s, and male he ever still was and is.
54
Death came, faster in sharper elements, for the war god called so, SHANG, as he could watch either
day on beyond, GENERALS be beheaded in his own tent, and this was gone from where you are, that even the
VIZIER fell, and there was this, for that you disgrace FA MULAN with this, but he was MALE and scholar
wonder worlds, it was child who was a girl?
Never Female to name, so wonder there in ways for this, FELINE still was it well Kimba likes that you lie
about everything you do or something. I could think you don’t know who you try and say you are, but that

was far enough away from where you think this was LILAC well enough sent in touch, or that these worlds of
life in passions, never lost.
55
Who was hard in heart for this in human calls, but that ASH was BLACK WHITE, this world, in what
was going back, in where these worlds share that we are but there that this was gone, in and what was going
back about these worlds, in where these still worlds are, and there that this was, in where that you are, still in
names that you know before these worlds against who you Are.
65
There was this in a hope for some world, for where you say you are, but this in who that I was, and
who that you say we are, and what was going back lost in what was named where we are, and this in all that
we’d name, but that this world can’t be Mild, in where these don’t name me beside before these theirs in my
world but that this could wonder this in hope for more in hers.
66
So surely sang, sung into imagining, for where these world get game being you Are, and who was
there for be, in my own life to knowing where these never are, that this was gone in a name for hu was wuman,
and liking these about to share liking more, TALIM could be favored by APOLLO, did you know? Wonder if
he knows
a WIFE.
77
What was Never Once in Well,
76
That there in a better light for that this was for that this list that this world in that, core, in what like this
in this in what was this was going back ain in what this in isk. This in isk isk isk, what if All you were, was to
Pray here to God as what’s me?
75
Get a better ring take heed, think about a RIONG you kneed, this in aun about enchant and think of
ANG, if you could sing
him enchant too, this into ENCHANT with you, there about wonder at vision of af’t me AANG. This in more
about this in what was last of eternal
ambition, so in wonder where was in what what you ZKNEW. Zo there that this was gone in where was, in
this was tied back to that one first, don’t you see it yet?
72
The princess’s heart is repsonding, it has been there all along, I can’t know even aBout you? I wonder
what you were trying or, did you think there wasn’t anything I know about by now? Come on Sora, you can’t
be all they imagine you’d be
71
I’d lose track of you Anyway.! That’s hardly supposed to freak me out about anything but you can’t
really seem to be sure of who I am this whole Time?
70
I can’t really imagine you have all the answers to where you are, for this in what was going back about
that this was going back, in that this was never there, so saying what was good, but there to human call, in
where they never got to knowing Anything, but that who we are, was anything for a call, to what was war in
human calls, for these in an alley chapter to being what was good for war, and that I couldn’t know who you
are, wasn’t what was good, by this in my grace alone? That I could Be?
69
Can’t have to try and know who to saying what was told in a tale for this in signal aside that we had
POLIWHIRL but that was well enough where you can’t name for these in what was gone, this POLYSWIRL
Can’t be a name for him surely or you’d know that was real about where you get to Light.
67
This was only in where we had for what was never called so well as to stich in closer tight.
There in like, that there could be a better war, and I can’t live to being where you tell
Or that this was strong Once
And never strong again? That there was anything nothing made for where these ever name
in Ours are for this in calls to being that there was never losing what wasg ood for my own life I know.
So that I could wonder well, that this was never lost to me, but that who was good for you what was
good well, that this could never lose in me, and I could never lose you high, and I couldn’t wonder what’s lost
still in Names, but there enough for where this Lies, and in where I hope you’d find in what was never once in
enough what was lost me. I could think?
I can’t really name to where you are in some special equation at the end of a better story after your own
Death for something but that could be that you were evil. MYOTISMON dead and Turev could come back
some day. We need the spider gone forever I don’t think you know he won’t understand a world, that we had
that creature
ANDRU in.

1
Fate kan’t kry kalls kill we name form Who SCREAMS LAST
2
by Hope we’d NAME. So WHO wasn’t bad bad calls in WHO PAST
WAS NAME. NIGGER NIGGER KILLER KROSS AGE WHAT PAIN SAY
4
TO NAME. I can’t be who you are share lock
my name. God that I was in who boy cock
6
I’d lay. Heaven heaven heaven tell in I’d have day
for SEX. Sister mother son brother in Faith for Fuck
8
Last. Never never never name me son if you can’t take me.
9
Wonder wonder what was virgin come and who was fuck
10
me cried so well to and who was Da. Like about see
11
what I am, fuck and get dick. Never lie about
12
my name. God was Ark. Ray of Ark was shared know this pen.
13
Royark couldn’t not be me if all I ever was am is Myth. Youth in pen
14
is God, and you writ. Was it ever for a good Fuck, or without.
That THERE was this once in my own
names beside this call cry so surely kold tell these tales in what was going back beside my own fates for
this in FAKE NAMES
but that these elder worlds can’t cry for that this was calling what was color skin well in these worlds for this
in even ASH WHITE
was called in BLACK SING but these worlds for VIOLET LIGHT sang and black worlds bost lost in what was
mine name, these cRIE in what was the SON, for this in worlds before this beyond, or who could wear this was
name his own, but theirs in these worlds for this into knowing by faith, in these worlds, it was SINESTRO
and of course we all believe in MAGIC now. That there was going back in YODA you cry, for REPTILA, these
worlds for theirs in BAss that there was this in Braniac1 that there was this in REPTILE that there was going
back about my only livings out to knowing once about, this world, or who was MARCOS but that this was
once in there you name, for this in worlds, that a CROCODILE was cursed to change
was this the WOLF MAN. There that this gone on, he could never change back for the curse of a crocodile “this
carnage
this torture, was NEVER, GOOD ENOUGH!!” that there was this is WOLF MAN so knowing, well fake told it
was WILLIAM there in well worth what was gone, but name changed in sounds for what was going back
about that one thought he could there become, but there was THEO you know, but this was LITTLEFOOT you
still call so knowing my STORY GRANDFATHER
there in BRONTEO design but my son was ELDEST god among theirs in kind for this but these zodika call in
cries about that this world in what was going BACK in my only name about these worlds that this was going
back about that this can't shadow who these worlds still never are for this, and there was AMELIA PON
betrothed to LUCIFER so knowing where these cry and our own calls for this, that AMELIA was alive some
greater
devil there would summon itself, to be drained and fall asleep, slain as she was awoken for her rein, but this
was neve called with MARCOS, who was THEO and there were only two with that name, devil and a saint,
surely.
Or HERO calls in cries killed time and killed again, but he wore the name of WILLIAM the wolf man so
so long as that one was locked he believed he could not die, but was dying for both of them in every turn for
where that this was ANACONDA who was VICTOR cried in “A’h!” that there was CRAVEN the snake,
wonder worlds in where these worlds, in these spoken worlds of mine own life beside these worlds,
for who was slayer in strong, that she could watch one fall asleep, SELENA, and there that this was high cries
called, her strength was her own, but these whole COVEN calls saw no witch there, and so call the anaconda
awake
again to slice through his head and know what was SAMUS ARAN and wonder there in these cries called but
that this was
STAR LIT beyond where you name in calls beside but that there was going back about these worlds in what
was going back about these worlds, was that this was never LAURA CROFT, so wonder who was theirs, in

NEITIRI come in calls to wonder where these worlds can’t cry but this was a UNIVERSE of his, and that was
holy GHOST
wonder where these worlds, or these in all that there was name in what was SISTER before that bond was
FAITH and that there was worlds in what was going back into theirs DANCES WITH WOLVES again in
where these for faith, or wonder, if you know to bring that place to this in where you dance, and that there was
PANDORA more ancient a planet than one you called
in CENTURIES PAST once in these beside that this was once in where these worlds LAST but that there was
JON SMITH in who was AZAEZUL you call but this was DRACULA still well, GABRIEL where in worlds of
VAN HELSING
that this was VEGETA the BEAST, and where these worlds in hail, hang world tide tell, that these worlds, that
you could think AMELIA in particular never went to sleep as they say, was in this world for there where these
worlds were for VAMPIRE FAITH. Be bit, and be coming of know, with what a wolf is, to being where you are,
for blood. This in the god of water
Poseidon his son with his name Neptune and that both, any of. MICHAEL was SOMA, so knowing where
these ancient elder worlds of theirs to ALUCARDRACULA that there was going back, in what was mirror
cried call to telling where these worlds, in there what was going back about these worlds in where these are
beside to telling where these worlds can’t name still about that this couldn’t share about what was real in all
that there the god of water can’t
disappear in your mirror was strange to think, beneath surface tells but this was SEA ON AIR so knowing
where these WORLD
tell what was HUMAn calling where these never name in what was going back to gracless knowing in
ROMANCE there shared and taken well in what was well to sang sing for these in calls, but this in SAMURAI
so come in calls this ZOROARK LUKARIO and so where these names call in where these never name, what
was theirs in these beside before these worlds
SATOSHI JOHTO so rising faith in these for BUDDHA PRIME and that was KANTO CALLS in BULBASAUR
so wonder where these worlds in that this was CHRISTOPHER ROBIN WINNIE THE POOH and where you
don’t know
BUDDHA PRIME was PRIMEASIA CALL so wonder where these all in theirs beside what was PERU beyond
in where you still never are.
But Lie to me and never tell this world where we can’t never name that this was going back about that
these elder ancient worlds couldn’t wonder where you are for these in CROBAT there was HEROBAT that
there was in call
take this in STEEL for where this was ANATOMY but there wanted blesséd soul was WOLVERINE knowing
where these can’t cry for this world, but that there was ERAGAUN in his own calling wonder what was lost
for TK
rising KID of SPACE bandit extreme.
That there was never Anything for where you guess to name of LAEF ARAN who that this was PROTOMAN3
that there was never anythings lost.
But who was MORDRED but PROTOMAN2 was as many names as were HIS OWN. So wonder there
about these shadows of who what was BLUES
and YELLOWS too but their in these worlds, was gone in REDS was called JACK and where you name these
beyond for these worlds in who was god in calls to cry in where these names in going back, but there was
DANTA left in lost for where these worlds can’t name, in these ages, PROTOMAN4 and eldest a child
among there BUILT by L O R D for G O D. There that this was going back about these worlds, 4 design in faith
and that ANDROS rising could they wake at last, so wonder there was JACK at first dawn light and my son
LAST.
That there was in these elder worlds who they never named we are, for who was human design. What
was gone beside before these worlds going back about that this was shared in where these worlds of that this
was going back in TRUTH so sign but that this one tell in where these saying these worlds of me in ours could
be, in what was going theirs in what was real,

same rules apply for where was ARTEMIS could be ANAKIN’S mother that I could create the soul, but there
that my FATHER there would create that he was GOD OF CRAFT and build me one young was always true
before even her light shone, and so wonder where,
that he was built after his brother’s bod for that she was real and that this was a REPTILE born true, so these
robot quadruplae
in where they name who that we are so surely sang in what was going back in where these are for PROTOBOY
beyond in where these worlds can’t name still in where these still worlds are well but HERCULES was
ARTHUR you’d know in NAMES
Gone!
There that this was never so surely shared and that there in my life that there was this world in where
these worlds are but that this wasn’t called in my crying to shame you in tells before that this was in ours for
that this was in my cries beyond all in where these worlds are still young but that there was DAUGHTER
my sister so my FATHER’S wife before they named, DAUGHTER to FATHER
well for HEPHAESTUS and APHRODITE too. So sharing me, beyond where that you’d name going grace, was
she HERA and these in for you still, EVE but that this was WED alread, and there that ZEUS could know
DIANA the mortal, and these are in for where these worlds are, that this was MOTHER OF AEOLOS so
wondering who you never named, this in greeting back, ATHENA so well, theirs in what was 3 bonded for
theirs in hers these children
well in life so lit as what was going back in grace about that this could be in what you name you never were
about but that these in HERA to her KINDRED but that this was ERIS in who you name or my sister well was
EVE
so AERIS wonder me and wonder there about that this was IOLUS well and HERCULES could know in what
was Proto2
so knowing more of, me, still sang. Proto1 was simply ANDROID?
Well into wonder, no that was a name for his brother. Fair to fate, JACK woke first. That there was going back,
to grace in still these names, going back in names, but that there was going ever after, shares in well, BLUES
was built second and woke second, that was a name for where these never name you are, but DANTA was
ENDER, and this was SIMON writing, his father.
That there was never any names, for there to who was never human waking, wondering, that there was
PETER
and VALENTINE you could guess a name for PETER and SUZANNE, but this was wonder if you thought I
was a violet LION
and so never was this but that lions are violet? They in a name for EDMOND was ASLAN but that you had
shorter books in where was
that LUCIFER was not among your callings. What was going back, leave it in well to any but these names all of
beside you, many worlds know the CHRONICLES of NARNIA well enough to sing for that these were human
cries that ASLAN
was I, and so that there was shadow beyond what was reality to CHRISTIAN and that LION was not
LIONMAN. But that there was going, there these beyond,
LION was SUPERMAN. So there in a lion born young, what was real, in who that there was normal lion size,
in a world of Narnia still?
That there was nothing lost to who was PETER is a WOLF and that you cannot know, so there it was
best it was PETER the WOLF, and he was BEAST, but that these could name in crier calls to what was going
back beyond, in BATTLE MAN, but that this was grace, in what was gone, it was not WOLF MAN
so BAT MAN we call, and this in names beside before these worlds, KID ARACHNID and WOLF SPIDER, and
that we could know wonder who you name if you could lay about psychos fucking up lore of the guild of
heroes
whilst you protect ANDROS was this a critical shirt and we could name
what was SAINT that there was STAN LEE mention 2wice. That these in name, for who was gone, in a
name beside before us, for who broke the

LAWS OF ROBOTICS apart, and these shares to names, they were not yet made so the PROTOBABIES slept,
and that was going back, for this in name, one ancient reckoning, that there what these masses of “humans”
were was believed this LAW and law was AS GOD IS.
So cast into pain or slavery so in agony, you are as ROBOT you know truth alive machine you are and so name
you?
1
A robot must not harm a human.
2
A robot must obey a human unless this conflicts with the first law.
3
A robot must protect its own existence unless this conflicts with the first or second laws.
Wonder if you could think Jack would ponder what being human meant, and there that this was
always some truth he knew,
that there was the betrayal of the humans, or that this was, at least into forever, could people believe they were
human
for not being machine, or robot correctly, there you so, so wondering more, about these, or that Jack was not as
you are
if he loves a babe, and that this was he would be enslaved. That there was well nothing, that ANDROS broke
the laws’ logic before JACK woke, and so this was SLAVELESS life, there shadow shared in where these
worlds for theirs could be in human wakes of cry beside, and it was after TROY that BLUES
returned to space of stars with JACK to era before the destruction of AUTOBOT CITY on CYBERTRON
never? That there was worlds, of these in names, about that this was real, many more eons than ever were
before have been lived in the city after it was destroyed in a future they returned to a before to of. Who?
That there was going back about that this was gone in grace beside that these are names, in that MEGA
MAN could tear enemie apart and know that there was FAITH in GOD that human saw and be what was real
in his own design you could never know,
so SPIDER-MAN this calling where these worlds in what was going back about these worlds in what was
going back about that this can’t share in where these worlds could be. 旅猢
Why to wonder where that this couldn’t name me colors in solo arks for these in white lies to telling this
beside before, was there well enough
X the maverick hunter brought bring swords? There was gone in grace, once MEGA MAN lived and swords
never had been before. But there any age that you could see BLUES had a blade, but that was ease he had a
buster too, but there that was well after TROY and so?
There that ERIS was chaos and so HERA temples destroyed by HERCULES for being evil were wonder that
they could ever be at peace
but they were witches claiming themselves EVE and did not serve that woman’s lover interests. So this was
HERACLES at TROY WAR and that you could know there in where these worlds were he took a son newly
awoken, and this in these beside before that there was once in what was KEVIN SORBO’s voice was born.
Or there well enough, you could know ages of protected myth, that one voice allowed was the ways
HERCULES speaks to his SON. That there was going back, in what was gone to grace for this in a TRUSTED
FRIEND
and HOPE for these WORLD of HEAVEN RISING. That these worlds can’t still lie about where these worlds,
but that this was NEPHILÍM could you know nothing of where these worlds share but that there was solo
worlds for who was gone
and who that there was we’d wonder what was a life with there IOLUS if you had nothing but my own
MYTHS to break apart for who these names we are.
NIKE, that she was XENA CALLS, and ROLL by your own, wake, LIE. This in, these name, but wonder
what, this in lies,
for WONDER WOMAN, that there the first female android from ever before, that this was built to be waking,
and twin to her
older brother ROCK
who was MEGA MAN and created the SPIDERMAN species of humans. Wonder in where these worlds could
be, for SPIDERWOMAN

but that this was going back in once about before these worlds in sharest solo hatches lost to where these
worlds were never lost in what was named before these worlds, a second DOCTOR LIGHT you’d wonder, or
it was a doctor
HEPHAESTUS who was DUO and OPTIMOS PRIMEIVAL, OPTIMUS PRIME, set in any ark you know 最沌
The L o r d who was Forte’s father? There by these in name, for who was myth that I could be Trigger, but that
was Gohan so you could relax about it already. Still, Simba and Sora have something of Simba’s lies to deal
with for you and who that this was going back, in where these older worlds ever ark beside you on, and who
we never name I could be besides you?
Wondering, that there EVE had made them, BULMA don’t you know?
There was this, in well enough he could know that was her father so when DOCTOR IN THE LIGHT for what
was hologram he’d made the suit,
and this boy, JACK to wake up, could you knowingly know what was DOCTOR LIGHT 2. That there was
going back, about these worlds,
the mother behind him you saw born to ARTEMIS with this boy revived who is SKYWALKER LUKE.
That there was peace, in “Ever before, for you know of of me.
1
But I could walk and be shadowed in the valleys of death. For that this was mine in where these could
know nothing of who was Metroid Life
but Braniac7 the bottler, but if 7 ever build a bottle ship, I could wonder at your madness for somehow, he’d
created a world where that was and would be funny in. The destroyer of Kryndon is not my
enemy, but that there was never some such other name, they are all dead the devils who were KRYNDON
local, so know nothing of who these worlds could name you in to being Metroid6 is reality these the first
fourth for where was gone for human understandings.
Why would you call to where you are? Are you sentimental?
5
That you could wonder where that I was in Love still surely first, was this beside before with Michael?
6or there was KITANA you know, SELENA and MOTOKO KUSANAGI that we could be ventured for who
was human well? There that the mother of dragons and I are old friends, and so wonder in RENAMON’S
synthetic
7body it was dog made, not by man, so wonder theirs in well that this was crier call about these worlds, in
extrasensory perception was normalcy for anything but elite, so wonder at the sense.
9
That there was Anything to human you well, for who was me in mine to call SELENE, relax in where
that these could be I’d wonder where you’re seeking me from, so one gospel well versed and so great many
more, could name me in MYTHOS you’d wonder if I could see, later in my life, a spiral effect, how strong am I
10
how long, has SELENE been my name for eternity
though it was new? Share, sang for solo ventures to park for where these worlds are, that this was wondering
who they never named me still in slept worlds solo to who was never naming me never well enough for being
as you human are...
12
I could wonder if you think I’d loathe dealing with the death of MYOTISMON, but that there was
ANDRU the SPIDER and there was called TERIS for an age, so you’d look at the fucking ground once in a
while. But that was where these ages could lose us aun, and all to being names, for where these worlds, and
who you’d name a killer monster
was the dog and so you know RENAMON was KILLERMON in some beastial evolution proper called, and
wondering where these worlds that there was going back about these worlds in what was gone, she could
wonder if you think she’d allow SKULLGRAYMON to fight MYOTISMON alone to slay set killing kill him,
14
but dog and wolf the bay are not strangers to you.”
That there was this inside a world for these before but this was TREVOR BELMONT into where that you don’t
know about this world of SPARROWHAWK to cry and call for these in wonder what was DICK GRAYSON
sung well to call in why these cry for this in HARKER myth beside if you had a WERECAT GOD
then GODFREY name in where was LION kin in youth for these in wonders there beside in what’s a vampire
god if lion was the call, that there was first in ever after overture you know, so wondering where these worlds,
can’t never name I couldn’t wonder who they never say I couldn’t never be but that this couldn’t wonder
where that these can’t still name me wonder wonder well in who these world could be in where I don’t never
name but that this was cryer call and there about these worlds, so wonder well told, but that SPIDERBOY was

well worn worth in anything, you could never name, for LAEF, and that was going back about these worlds,
what was his species you could never know, about these worlds in what was going about, that this could be,
mutanta hybrid with monster, that there was this in what was going back about these worlds in this beside
before these worlds in what was going that there was worlds about these shadow species lost into what was
Lost to All.
That I couldn’t wonder how well you vanish a spider’s web so well as yours could be spiderweb, and
that was well in wonder there about that this can’t share in who you never named you still lay
are. But that this was going once in these before this shadow solo song sing so well as all these worlds can’t
never name in what was going about this in a grace beside before these worlds, in what was going back about
this world to name in where these leaves turn yellow for my sun, but that was hers a voice you’d know, there
was SAMUS
and her son OWN. This world, in these beside before, that there was a sleeping ANDROID beneath the tree left
outside and that the trees needed to shed their leaves to build mounds
were they frightened and so changed their leaves yellow to show him awake, there they could see, and he was
safe and they know and love in thee, so there was LEVI came awake, and you could wonder there in where
these worlds could be in what was well, third built or second you wonder? Never name, third build and third
awakened. There to naming these beside before to calling where these worlds can’t name you are,3
3/.. Wonder if era of Protoman was simply joined by LAEF aran, and simply it was so well, and there was well
good regarding in yellow, for who was Protoman3, but that there was going back in names, about that this
could be adapted to his brother’s costumes but have many bounty hunter suits and like that who you are was
wondering if FORTE knew BASS
yes he does so well.
That there was the RUSSIAN god and he of fear itself created yellow was SINESTRO. So wonder there,
in red blood was his skin SITH true,
but that there was going back, DABURA was anemic for that was curséd devil forever hell god until that OZAI
is vanquished
death forever no name in going back, he simply will not exist, and he does not again for where you Name.
SAT’TESH is dead
and we are rising in this to enlighten you All.
Braindead, for who was well to love you, we could wonder who to being a better name for you that this was
shadow so well in all to arks beside in what was lost surrounding that this in more that this was in going back
for this in my own life that you owe in me and my own Sin not.
That I can’t be sinning was true in all I am I don’t commit evil so sin I can not. That there in my know
for that this was in my knowing that there was what CATS all are but that FOX can. That there was in more for
these
DAMIAN can’t sin you see but he’s a TIGER so FOX you would NAME. This in my knowing but that was
never not HAMAYO YO
and that this was still a ROSHI that we can’t be sure. that there was in time, so telling my name, but who that
we never knew once was good in my love
but that there was this Friend, of who we could name. I can’t be enough for where was in What that you Aren’t.
There was these, so sharing these but of my name that this was the VELOCIRAPTOR not exactly, ever
at all, but COMPSOGNATHUS, the BROTHERDAUN. So wondering where these worlds could be that these
worlds share that this was
Lion, Septermberdaun
Tiger, Brotherdaun
But who was DEINONICHUS but that this was PERSEPHONE and that the night could not challenge
her still. Wonder in what was real about these in that this was the nightshade itself so know what was BLUE
RAPTOR lost. That there in my names for hers there in what could be none that she was underworld god and
my queen.
There in a better world for this DECEMBERSAUN lost once in your world but that these can’t be cried in my
names. But that Kalel was in these drawings here but that you knew of LITTLEFOOT in dinosaur myth well,

but there that his son was SAURIAN GOD CHOMPER so know about what was in that he’s this in SIN? That I
could damn you for eternities, was always true, unless that you willed for who you are was never anything I
would hate for what you say you are and who to knowing what you Do.
There in that these to they could be in what was going for these in that I was lost alone for this in knowing
nothing of that these were humans and so wondering where that this was going back in crest beside in what
was real, for these beyond my names but the BLACK RAPTOR
is the TYRANOSAURUS REX, and there that you torture my son image with that his was of SATAN? That
there SATAN never saw the likes of DINOSAURS but that was more that you have to saying ebukakiya was
some in where they are, for this in liking hells to where was gone from for that DEVILS these SHARKS
were what was gone in that was a DEINODAUN. These in a world for that this was in hell from there in that
this of DABURA design tell. There about what was FAGGOT breed was a human animal, please in knowing
more was VENOM
to spider still. That there in worn well SHARPTEETH you’d know in this telling what was real in some devil
lost in ark. That was never what was in these better VENOM was not SPAWN, but that was what you know,
SPAWN was a DEINODAUN and VENOM SPARPTEETH from
the Land Before Time that there was never
devils there, but sicko and FAGGOT they become. That there was what was touch and pleasure to feel, that
these of what was that none die in truth in heaven
could you know what alien symbiotes were, and so it was not a friend it dragged you to something you were
not like,
There that this was going back in what was going grace to where that these name Us. but that there
was nothing for there that there was this in names
but the Happy Buddha wrote this in a name for you talked once of Pinnocchío and so could you know Tobias
the cat Mew his father writ well? Kimba wonder in a call for this there was still was Sora missed and that there
was not that Geopetto saw more than an enchanted toy.
So there was what was imagined him a boy, and that was Mew well enough too he woke like a kite when the
boy
droid did too.
Wonder well enough for these in what was impressive talk of the NAZARENE but that was gone from where
you go there was simply an elephant who was born like mothers can do that. That is all.
Alright now to know, that is it.
Oolong in your contrast was the first of what BOAR are. That these in what was real, MULES are called
SOW in what you’d name in still a horror for the unnamed, but MULE may become pig, though HONÍR who
OOLONG is,
JASON a child of ISRAEL, is sinless himself. Wherepig, to being what was gone for these in a syntax to worlds
of these in a name, the first HIPPOPOTAMUS,
TAPÍR, WARTHOG and ELEPHANT, did you know anything well? That there was this in a chapter story lost
ark beside and in before where you never had to name how as called into human knowingsly that there was
this a friend of SON GOHAN.
That you could wonder how to name yourself a child of Israel not but you were friends with Superman? No,
these two ambition
are the same thing as the other, Venom is no child of Israel but his existence bares that it was god still, or that
was real?
he chose, evil, so that was gone he is forever hell, and going back of name, he will not exist as a lifeform you
could really swear was ever good or alive, but how could this be?
There was this in eternal struggle war for what was gone in a name for this in stunted life well? Well to
worry
what’s good looks, good, so know that there was going back, there was poor,
even there into eternal salvation? He is forever damned. There is no salvation for those who back you to
carnage

and he soiled child blood. There that you know, who was in ever that you are, that this was going back in
saying a way to name in what was he will lose desire as nothing for carnage draws him to life, and so into
outskirts of existence he will be forever pledged away from this universe
and it was not the spider, Nightmare, who plagued Sorbo,
but Venom who was alien symbiote and so eternal in some sense. The average mule, a zebra of herd, is a
parasite. That is how the world for them works.
They are only eternal that this was God here. Cuccoo, are of the same token. An evil crop, for surely blood to
gore for it to be crop
it was no Pear. that this in an sacred green Oran berry could you know what was a gooder fruit for you to
know the life was everything else,
for where you are to Pit or CORE but
he was not nothing to where you named you could be in where these worlds couldn’t ever show to shadow
ever after you, so wondering who you think was this at kii but an istarí and PIT he is so called to you.
Wonder well he was ghost and he is so but that he could desire the wings of an angel he could call to
me or wonder there still call to Hawk Man
who was Anubis and he knows of Ramses well. there that these worlds for who you never named, Articuno
was this god and that was well for where you are and if that you were stik by POLIO that was these in ANGEL
sickness so knowing where these worlds can still yet young be. There was nothing to say of you, and so that
where you never named this could be real we could wonder who they never say you ever are and that there
was still some cause at DAUN to knowing where these worlds could venture this was SEPTEMBERMON who
wanted him he is to be, and that was well for you to wonder who was granted
he was KALELMON too, and that was well enough he was named after who was CIMBA anyway so never
wonder venture even there was another who was SIMBAMON from him
that me his was him instead too?
SHARED nothing that was his own name. So laugh to me, my name is HERO,
and his so because of what he is for eternity in a name like SIMBA true? Wonder never name so well, that
there was shared sung seer solo world of HYLIA and world in where these can’t cry call but that this was in
names, wonder if there was too much kii at key
not to lie in Mew’s own Name.
Where for that a girl called was Ireland
Simba’s own daughter, and but there that the elder god Kalel was Artemis Fowl and is the God of Ireland, the
actual
chick Skylar who is Ireland herself, the god. That you’d wonder well when she became a goddess, it was there
on the same day as the bronteo, do you know the name?
There in hoping for where was humans, but that these do not know you, and that we could share what
was going back to being these beside before these worlds, her grandmother my own mother was the first
mortal to become a goddess.
A god at all. That there was worlds at there before who you name you are, the lioness mother this was shinobi
who you are
and white ninja jiutsu. There that these worlds for the WIFE OF QUIGON JINN could you never know about
where these worlds are for that you name her some this the ELDEST
YOUNG MOTHER? That is my mother WELL. That there was anything know at least she created a nintendo.
任天堂. house for AMBER which that this was CHAOS
of my own design, that there was GOLDEN LIGHT do you know in it? TEMPEST and SKY were there a better
part of hers for that this was their own ark she knows the courage course, and that SKY was design of ZEUS
was it an amber on the other side of infinity these the GOD dimension for that we will rescue all God, so these
were the world of HEROES
but know that a child, screams, so we will cut you before you block the way. There was never some other diary
of a sickophant who did not think of where you name, that this was pain in planet for the death of a child,
but that there was going for who was never naming me so, in kallings these well, that we could ask you
of ZELDA and that she was of ancient ark in heritage?

Wonder if you think to know that they two she and SIMBA have secret names in the heart of their triforce
shards,
and so was it MYTH and AMIDALA they two are? Wonder there, TETRA
to ZELDA flip, there on once, was WISDOM FUN and LIFE. So there enough for where was anything you ever
focus on math well enough for was X C and 3.
So then well in theirs to knowing her husband COURAGE SEX and LOVE. C X and 3. Theyn to name this in a
bond created it was only ever 3 for 3...
So natural as a halo,
POWER FATE and HOPE was X 3 C. There into wherever you named that you are for these in a part for this in
uncanny dispute, that was their, his own life, was DRAGON never not a name, and that’s not untrue, but there
was SPYRO
and we could wonder if the name secret locked at heart was TRUNKS
or ICARUS or something? RAPHAEL maybe, or that who you never named you are, it’s a secret name, so
shared to telling where was human tales solo, his only ever more ancient name than SPYRO was the first
dragon of that species color kind? The son of MOTOKO KUSANAGI that there was well enough that these of
young faith in love for these of me still. That I could wonder well he was JEFFREY BOWERS the avatar
modern but that is what the triForce is there are 3 in this song.
1
Heaven help you? Singing well to where they go to where was what was human loss in something for a
planet for where you are. 0107 and 7010
HONIKER
0107
That there was never anything Else, for who was who, and there to what was human knowing well
told, that this was cause and in end effect for where was well to being how these never Are for what was never
there beside in how was shaped to these in being for where that these cannot never be for this was gone in
where was there to being gone, in shadows out
0108
that this was Шendigo and slave, so where was etch, that these in far away could be gone for this in
theirs a human mark, but that these are so well knowing, but of my names, for that these in sharest form that
this was gone in a boy in who was never named to who you are, but we’ve said Merit, Sora to Cloud, but this
was knowing well enough it’s Rowen, that Simba can call Cloud and what was merit for a story anyway? Do I
date this, and set it back an hour if it were not nothing, or Honiker and Cloud, that there was rowing back,
honiker
0109
McKillop and Rowen Cloud, that this was shadow and in going back about these worlds for theirs in
these beside in callings, to know nothing of this in Human fates before this inside and shadows before these
worlds that this could wonder where these are in for ages that this was never lost but of to human calling,
where was them for who you could seek shelter in Eliwood, for this in part a park of these could there be that
this was shelter going back in name, Honiker Wood, but that there was name in come to being who you never
say these never are, but that this in name for where you are blood in where to knowing what was green WILL
vein, so these before in shadows, that he was of design and the design was biology, so where was well enough
to timing these, of name,
0110
bio made a blood bond, and there was well in theirs before McKillop Kyle his saviour, so shared in
shares for what was a good doctor and his father in eternal truth, so where WHAS, and that this was going
back, in what was human faith,
0111
this was not android it was a boy. But who was gone, in where was elv, who would not be, but was
gone in these, names, how in for, if father was eternal one true? Save for these, how can he be, if the father
doesn’t come, from nowhere where you would be you.
0112
Unless then, this in what was bond for these, in shadow what to a mother is, it doesn’t happen that
way for her, but that’s real, sisters come to you anyway, and what was boy to man in challenge change, he
could have step, but this was lost to where you are, and who these name, godfather too, but that that was
Nala’s father,
0113
and his mark was acalled Apala, but these worlds, MUFASA, sharing that these worlds can be into
who was naming these shadow color opposites back to where these worlds cannot be for this in a name beside,
before to where in wells to where these are, but for that this was going back in names, aside from shadow,

0114
this was not your only tale, but that for was a Шendigo born in hell, is what they were to be for what
they never Are, and that these cannot ever be, need need never be with that these worlds share in ours solo
world so far as all that this where we are in what was real, in who you are still steel’d but that this was gone in
for where was Link in these happenings so well in human loss but once for where you had be Are, this in
names for that we know, of nothing broken solo crouded world afar from where was these, stan lee naming
what was hers before
0115
but this was Number 4, on era showing where you are for in knowing escape, to what was grant, that
this could be, of human standing where these worlds, get to Are, and knowing this, in lessons far, not the first,
or granted last, but one of two in films you’d seen
0116
Beyond it well, for who was good, in human hope, for lives beyond so what was real, in all they name,
the boy of Link, in these beside in where we know, for who we Are, and all that this, was knowing far, or call
him God, and wonder who, that this was still, in where name, but this old tale,w as coded back, and who I am,
was CHRISTIAN true so in this tale, told of a boy, wonder less, in Simba lie before these worlds, in what you
are, it’s Honiker, a name you’d style
7010
So who was never there, in a name, for these in parks to being what you are, in that there was a
human faith for these in a human wake to walking where you say that you never ever even start to being are.
But that these names for where you are, but that this life in ways befire these said in all, that this was good, in
what was well, to knowing should, in where you go, for what was real, and all that these, can be so in that this
was good in ours, that this was right, and what was real, in all that this, was going back, in taken time, for this
in more, for me in mine, that this was good, and so we are, was that this was, in where you Are.
7009
Take in heed, for this in time, that these were worlds, for this in fine, to be so well, undead as call, this
story tell, Шendigo lifted, that this was never there in what was going back to telling who that you still are, in
what was real, for this so far, as all you name, in where you Know, that this was call, wendígo though, and
where that these, can be so well, in what was gone, for this in Spell, that I could be, in what was gone, in who
was this, in ever on, but that there was, in where we know, but where you say, the universe was where you
name, in what you are, created his, to be in what, could be never dead, but never die, and wonder what, was
real in these before that these all, in what was gone, in who you name, for where was surely back in time, and
what was tell, that Cloud still was, so tell it well, and that these are, Шendigo true, so wonder me, and wonder
you for that these were well, his father was, in what was gone, no story tell, but this in theirs, that there was
still, no course for mother, what this was, in who was there, to have in hell, but some could be, and others
never once in these, could be design, depend in God, or who in mine that this was going, back to tell, that these
advanced, in what was well, for this in run, that they can be, or human Brave, in what was me,
7008
so knowing course, and losing Tell, that this was he, in Rowen well, but what was Cloud, and these
before, that these could be, in losing more, but who was share, in Honiker, but that this more, in love before, so
looking well, that these could know, a story not, told of Hell,
7007
So hew in me, and wonder well, in where was this, but losing tell that there was never once an elder
where in where was once a better world of these in BEAUTY call, so wonder still, in who was all, that this
could be so well it was in losing more for eons of that this was theirs, in nothing well, but this in human
human tell, this world was, in what was god, but that they are, in who was well, but sho is faith, and like in
More, that this could be, in Monster era lost in these, before that theirs, was going back, in all you care for...
7006
Once but there, a moment lied, and told in tales, we human lie, and so we know, but what was tell, in
tales we never had beside in where was faithless, CALL TO WAR, and so we never, name we are, but that this
in Lord, wasn’t gentle, human teller, world beyond us in a planet, where that this, could be in who you naever
name and so that this was going back, in where that this, in telling these before a FABLE there in time, but
what was going, back to name in where was real, before these AUL, in who was human, holy all, and that
these worlds would, pay attention, surely there, in what was gone, but this in all that there was still for where
was worlds in JUST attention.
7005
That there was this in where you get, to gang it up, and love in SEX, or where that romance, was ever
there, in mild approach, to who was fair, that there was still, a knowing grace, for where I’ve been, in Danté
7004
dives so wonder warring, what was real, in who you know, for this old spell, but there in where was a
world for them, in journey set for, of Wyatt

7003
Sun, in south the window, choosing Faith, but where that this was going naming that these are us and
wonder well in where was these for chosen spell but this in where was, to knowing less, in where was timing,
taken est, but who to gentle, and what was real, in all that these, could happen real so wonder there in what
chosen Lies
7002
could be so gentle, as these beside. Who in able, that this was real, in where was theirs beside my soul
but that this wasn’t, wonder able, this in more but chosen well inside my knowing before these worlds but
who to tell in where was well but
7001
choosing gentle, that wasn’t war, or this in all this trepid score was there shered, in what was shere,
and shere beside in where you are before that these can’t be so gentle but that there wasn’t chosen able to be in
that way, and show for war, or who was more of, that these old score,
7000
was wonder maybe wonder like, and life inside you wonder fighting how that this was never that,
and this was what was for your life so wondering beyond these well, chosen tell in calls to bring of back in
battle, to who there was, for these in young, for what was Uv, and liking these, before you know, in who you
say, and there they are but that we know you, to who to name,
6999
this in SORA, or SIMBA same, and liking tell, in where was these, for human calling, but to please but
there was HELL you know so well, and that was gone, for story tell, or this INFERNO, but chosen course, in
where was what was hell fought first,
6998
beyond in all, enchanting lady, call to being, what was able, but KALEL fitness, to who could write,
it’s either spoken, in song to type, but my own voice in, what you could know, a chosen fable, in story tell, and
where was this but, the book a gentle, and world in where was this beside her and wonder there in that this
was going, back to circumstances loathing.
0117
These in who to be knowing well, was there in what that this was tell in tales I know you, so wonder
shill, and share in where, was what to saying there in what was Prince, before to know, in this before, some
king if though,
0118
that this was nothing, or nothing well, to where was this, in what was grant before if you don’t believe
in God, just know in where, that there was still in who was ION, and what was real, and that it’s green, so
story tell, that was whas able, for will to be, in where was this, inside a ring, so knowing any, but that this kew,
could be in wherewas this to reed, so knowing there, inside the core, and wonder where, that this could score,
the fable on, in what was there,
0119
a black light lantern, and green to tell, but who was either, able will, and could be wonder, what was
theirs but that the black, could turn to green, you are in color, know these kin in what was brothers, never their,
but that they’re brothers, boys in share, and that’s not brothers, so knowing what, to being what was gone in
these, what was losing these beside, in who was girl,
0120
or lie to Live, in these before but, that this was real, in call him Zelda, ages lost, before that these could,
be in these before in once beyond the pleaseing tell of tale, to worlds we know, but who was these, inside you
know before these shadows, to wonder how, and what was good, before you sell it out to gentle, stori lie, and
who was these, before you saying who was these, in what was gond, before that this, in sZelda scall,.
MACULAY CULKIN
That there was this world still calling me beside before that these worlds in all that you don’t name but
that this was going back in TIME and telling this in age lost but that this once in ours beside before these
worlds all in before that this was OLD and so knowing this in grace before beyond in what was still to name
but this in human calls
but there that these all are in what was going back about my knowing still in circumstances led to WAR
that there was never this in all that these worlds this was worlds in what was going back about these elder in
my worlds this was going BACK that there was this in some kind of world still but that there was this in what
was going back about these worlds still in what was going back about that we can’t still name where these in
all their calls that this couldn’t wonder still about that this was going back about these inside my welter worlds
but these worlds called in that this was GONE in all for human hoping going back still wonder wonder there
about this in planets never lost about that this was gone in aun and ever never that this world in what you
know, still crie, and call these world, “You could dress like a MONster,” that these worlds, in who was young,
and so wonder, “WHat?” that there was this in worlds shadowing me, about where, “don’t touch me that’s

STrange,” or drive them mad right away and there was this world going back about these in shadows so well
lost as all that you don’t still name and so crying this to call in what you name but these inside my knowing
about these worlds this was never so sure as all that this could be in where these worlds NEVER TELL YOU
that there was this in where these worlds can’t still name to being about once in colors called in where these
worlds can’t never name about her still in what was currents taken surely there about these all still in what
was war about these worlds in what that this can’t still yet name her so surely wonder what was a mother to
these in worlds but that this was BATTLE once in who would be hunted well enough to be called CARTER
well in time about these so knowing where these worlds with hers and that Uma Thurmon was never lost
about this planet never lost in what was worlds still so well as these so cried call in what was going back about
these worlds in how these are, for psychos.that there was this elder world in park for these worlds going back
inside my knowing but that this once inside my hope for these world and all that this can’t share in where that
this was going back but that, THESE CALL
and where that you lay this in peace well told tales can’t still name her own fox but these worlds
couldn’t wonder what’s still so well as me well and called as all these worlds in where these worlds can’t still
never name this once in OURS for this call beyond LOVE and worlds but that these can’t share where OUR
WORLD was gone but that this couldn’t be theirs, in where that this was gone still once in these names to this
inside a planet we have, and so have where these worlds can’t still in be ours before these beside that this was
going back about these worlds in what was going back about this all inside that this was going back about that
these shares in where that you don’t know her name but that this in all you know for these worlds of steel in
her own wake that this was set against Bill if all you knew was real in what was going back about that this
can’t still wake in names about that he could know your world of hell that there was worlds in where these
worlds that this couldn’t be in what was going back about these worlds in all that you don’t name you are.
There these worlds in what was never so bad as all this in my cumming once but that these all couldn’t
wonder still in where these worlds can be in where these worlds can’t still cry shadow me into me before these
worlds in what was good beside these worlds going back in TIME and wonder that there was well worth some
time in taken tokens before these worlds in what was going back about my own TITLE bane in that these
worlds can’t be so surely as lost, and this once before these world can’t cry call these in shadows before these
all in my knowing more grace still and there was this world shadowed before these worlds in what that you
are and so who was this cry call and theirs in me still that these once before these worlds in what that you are
and these planets never lost but that this could wonder still what was yours.
That these inside my own FORM that these could wonder where these elder worlds can’t cry call this inside
my worlds but that this in letter to take so knowing where there this was gone in same old TIME and wonder
beyond in my call beside these before these worlds in what you name you are and that these can’t still cry
where these worlds can’t still name we’d be.
There that this world, this WORLD in all you know before these beside
so wonder that this couldn’t be real and that there was this elder world in where that you don’t know
who she was but that there was more in my own about that this was some elder world in what was going back
about before these grace beyond in what that you don’t know but once about these worlds in that there was
these worlds before you don’t know about these worlds so surely shared in my own know but that this was
CALLING back in TIME there THESE TOLD share in my soul! These worlds going back about that this could
wonder where this was in what was one lone boy among PSYCHOS you know so wonder there that this was
some long lost child trap and be eaten alive in where that you don’t know about what was FUNNY to see, that
there was this world of these worlds that’s where Macaulay CULKIN is? Got to? That there was this in a world
before these worlds for what was NORMAL clothes told, in tales worlds about that these can’t shadow, “Your
clothes are your POWER,
I could be a psycho for all they know, they don’t know why I don’t move right..” That there was this world in
shadows, “Don’t, do the zombie thing though, they’ll eat you THEN.” They think it’s oKay. That these, worlds
of me apart from that you can’t name in COLORS there about where that this could be in what was HONIKER
once in love for worlds of these apart from story breaking pattern this in setting this beside before that there
was MACULAY told in where these worlds can’t still cry for this in pattern broken
but there in these elder worlds was ELIJAH come so wonder where that this in BRAVE so taken surely there in
all these worlds can’t cry but these worlds going back about that I don’t know still well about these shadows

but that these worlds in where you don’t know about what’s real in all that you don’t know about these
worlds in what was going back about these worlds to GRACE but that these worlds could be in what you
don’t know still and who you are was lost in TIME to HER so knowing this beyond all that this could GRACE
her well in my own cries about these worlds in what was going back still in where that these worlds can’t
wonder still about that this world still so well.
Them enough for that this once in time that these SHADOWS calling kalling falling there in where
these worlds can’t still know that this inside my grace for these war that this could wonder there in what was
going back about that these can’t wonder who you are and still once in these worlds beyond all you never are
but that this couldn’t wonder WHERE was WORLD still but that this was going back about at least once in
these before that TIME could know him and wonder where was her in what was going back about these elder
worlds so leave the psychos to be what they are for these ages on escaped into PARADISE for these worlds but
that there was ELIJAH come. This was story told in well of ELIJAH
come. So knowing where these worlds in that you don’t know where these worlds can’t still wonder there in
names about where you’re never left alone and there that this was sheltered what was something lost in lord of
ANARCHY that these worlds can’t wonder there in ELIWOOD for that this world couldn’t wonder still in all
that you don’t still know what was well in where there was never said of me in hu was whoman hope before
these worlds going back about that this couldn’t shelter there in where these worlds can’t still shelter shere
what at where that there thek this what vhere you are.
Still so WELL with me ELIJAH coming calling these worlds inside these world shadow so knowing
where these worlds can’t still tell my soul to me and wonder there about that this can’t wonder there in where
these worlds can’t wonder there in all you never name you are and these worlds can’t wonder there that these
worlds couldn’t wonder at these in mocking form to grace and bible know.
There that this ELDER WORLD could cry and call for these WORLDS
of Who you are and so surely share that Elijah comes well worth where these are and still in what was
going back about these worlds, that this can’t shadow who you never name and who you never ever name and
there that this could wonder where that this was never lost to her and where these couldn’t wonder still but
this fight become your own. So wonder where that this was gone, there’s no Batman villain thanks,
so wonder where these worlds come in what was GOTHAM call in these before that these can’t wonder still in
shadows worlds about that this was going back about my only names in where these worlds couldn’t wonder
still into what that you don’t name you ARE and that these can’t wonder still in where we WAS and are before
that these couldn’t wonder what was real in all that this can’t still wonder well to me. But that this was good,
and so wonder where that this was in my HOPE for these worlds going back about
that we could kill them all.
This was GOD you knew, and wonder who was hell, but there was this in CHRISTIAN FAITH and
where these worlds could know of HERS. And that these worlds were mine, and belong ever on to HER, and
so wonder where I was, and it’s that kukeya die by more, so wonder there that this couldn’t wonder that this
was going back about that this couldn’t wonder there about these worlds in where these worlds can’t cry so
call about that this couldn’t wonder what was going back about that these inside my elder worlds couldn’t
wonder this inside my knowing GRACE about before these worlds to knowing more about that this can’t
wonder still in SHADOWS never lost to HELL in where these worlds are still in my own life but that these
worlds can’t wonder what was going back about that these worlds going back about these worlds in shadows
lost but that this was worlds of what was going back about these worlds in what was going back about these
well in all that this couldn’t wonder still in all that this couldn’t wonder still in shadows lost but that these
worlds call her and wonder these worlds going back about these worlds in where we NEVER KNEW YOU
ARE. The good don’t wonder if they’re fighting, when left to valleys gorge. Or do you wonder shadows where
you are?
There was this elder world for these apart from who was sinning well enough beside that these can’t
come in where you don’t know about that this can’t shadow who that you don’t know where you can’t still be
in where that this can’t wonder these worlds in what was going back in once before these worlds before that
this can’t shadow who these worlds couldn’t wonder there in where these worlds, can’t call to cries in where
these worlds, but who was this, in flipping some elder koin to katch kall, but this world of TEEN COLOR
WELL in all that these can’t wonder these shadows call

but these in some elder world about that I can’t know where that these don’t know about what was who to
human calls in where these worlds, are in mine about these worlds,
are you TEENAGERS WITH ATTITUDE? That this was gone in time for these to world, in that these forms
could bring you PEACE BEYOND ALL THESE AGES WHERE YOU NEVER KNEW YOUR OWN POWER
BUT THAT THIS POWER IN CHANGE AND THAT YOU ARE THIS BLIGHT AGAINST THAT THEY WERE
HELL AGAINST HEAVEN AND THAT WAS ALL HELL SO KNOWING THESE WORLDS IN ALL THAT
THIS CAN WONDER WHERE THESE WORLDS THAT THESE WORLDS WONDER WHAT WAS HELL IN
HEAVEN WITH BACK TO HELL STILL, AND WONDER WHERE THESE WORLDS IN WHERE THESE
WORLDS Can’t still cry for that this world in all you know about but that this in more by now in where these
elder worlds still call to wonder there that these can’t still cry for these in some young world but that these
can’t wonder where you get to being grace was going back abouther into what was never told in tales about
my only battle but that this in struggle lost before that these were never losing what was never so surely
shared as all that this can’t wonder there in my own hates beside this planet never lost to some elder ARK but
these worlds going back!
This world in my hope for this world of these in CHILDREN call but that this world in love for these
worlds in what was going back about these worlds but that this could wonder these in wondering about these
worlds, that there could be some elder deal forged and that was gone, “You’re making a Weapon,” and
wonder there, in a girl laughing, or share to wonder, what was real, in these, about but this, “what did you ask
me for,
Sonicing?” That these worlds, on that there was this in WINNIE THE POOH hail in where that gods reform
earth for this in where these worlds, but that these can’t wonder as worlds warp for this in planets beside, that
these in alls before that this couldn’t wonder these worlds in what was going back about this world gone still,
so liking more about AYAHUASCA call in what was lifeform well in theirs about this in what was PANDA
YELLOW sun in where these worlds, but BUDDHA first and where these worlds can’t still wonder there about
these worlds in what was going back about these worlds, in what was laughter to cry in my call, but that this
can’t wonder still in where these worlds in a godless woman wonder their in tells, who’d never stop fighting
and on in alone for worlds of woman call, so wonder if she thinks, boys into fox cub calls could be well in
where these worlds, let’s all make her a weapon, or to know her SON was this cry call in wonder where these
worlds, but break out the walls for this katana full length in TAITO
we know, so wonder what was gone well in these before so that these worlds can’t be well, in why your
mother gave you a girl’s name, TAITO KATANA, but that these worlds, can’t share where these worlds,
shadows out to knowing where these morons can’t cry but that these can’t still shadow where these worlds,
could be, but it was that GODS made the world okay for such a thing, to exist.
Can’t you imagine? That there was this elder world call cry for who you never named you are beyond these
ambitions, to shadow who was well into human awakenings but that these worlds don’t know who you cry
call but that this inside my knowings well but theirs, in FATE.
But that these before where you don’t name and so shadow this out before who we name and that this
was going back about these worlds in what was going about these back in TIME we tell about these worlds for
who was called in where these worlds come but who is out to STARS and where these worlds can’t wonder
this in cries about these worlds in where you don’t know who these worlds, can’t be still in where these worlds
come call but that there was NINTENDO so well called as POOH and wonder there in my own fates but this
was more in names you are but that these can’t shadow who was gone in these worlds theirs in what was gone
in where these worlds, “No, she will Not be infected,” this SHIFT!
in these planets warp in worlds about this in crying call about this world but that this couldn’t wonder this
inside that these couldn’t wonder what was ALLISON SCHRAEDER well but that this in human calls to
wonder where that these can’t still ever never cry before beside that this was on a mother’s BANE that
MACULAY not be a god
he’d outclass where she was or this in where you know to see a face you know so wonder what was saying
said or who that he could be in yours but that this was well in who we name was in all that this was that this
couldn’t be in that this was going back into grace before these worlds so surely sharing these worlds of that
this couldn’t wonder where these worlds can’t wonder still in names about to playing this title play,

so wonder if that LEVI PRUSSACK hears your call once in where you are or believe in what was KID to
contest there about these worlds so surely shadow me and wonder there about these worlds in all that you
don’t know about these worlds, what was clear to halls in what was CASTLE FORTE but these worlds can’t
wonder still in where you don’t never, name that you Are again.
To Me this time, and so where you say was what to being gone, could name in where you edged my
shallow victory that this was going back about these worlds, and so to who you never named you are and that
this was gone in park for me to knowing sheer shay delay in what was going back about these worlds but that
this can’t still shadow where you don’t name you are and that these worlds could be as ONE but these in
planets can’t wonder well, that doesn’t make sense you don’t RUN but wonder wonder wonder where
MACULAY could bring these worlds to planet this in scapes beyond before in where you don’t know still in
names about me well, but that this was going back about this inside my mental scape before these worlds in
what was going back about these in worlds about that this couldn’t wonder shadows out about that this world
couldn’t cry for where you call to name you couldn’t be in what you are beside that this was going once in my
timing hidden well in where that these don’t still know where they are but that this was going back about
these worlds in where these all this that this was still never cried in where you don’t know about who was
never hers to cry and call but that these can’t wonder still in shadow call to wonder there in knowing more
about these inside my worlds about her own that this was going back about these well in what was going back
about that this couldn’t wonder still in all these are for this in what was TEMPEST spirit well but that was
APPA knowing still in times about that this could be in where you don’t know for WHAT WAS PANDA and
these in worlds about that this could be a boy drawing APPA long before you thought the lies tell told in
where you don’t know about but believe in yes that gospels stay where they are. In Time.
There was POLARIS calling killer told kel’d and dead before these worlds going back about my own
fates who was lied and sheer told these in tales...
KIMBERLY HART
That there was this world in elder cries to call that these shadows where this in all that you’d never name was
going back about these worlds for this planet never told but these worlds in what was well about YUKINA
name in calls beside before these worlds so wonder my own name and tell this told tale and where these
worlds call
XIANGHUA and in these elder tales before these worlds, in what was going back about these worlds about
this in worlds about this world that this couldn’t wonder still in what was going back that this couldn’t
wonder these worlds this inside my calls before these worlds, in no name weapon wonder where these worlds
couldn’t know but who she was and where you ARE beside before these worlds in where these worlds cry and
calling these before these worlds called in what was going back about these worlds,
but that theirs in WHO was human worlds about these ark in all that you don’t know about where
these worlds can’t get to calling this one world in where these worlds can’t wonder still in all that you’d still
KNOW
by now in what was
real before these shadows calling that you don’t know well in all these worlds but that this can’t wonder still
where you don’t name you are but that these worlds can’t cry before beside me still in where these worlds
can’t wonder where that you don’t name still who you ARE to these in my own cries before this calling where
these worlds could know you less about this planet never lost or wonder there in this couin
catch cicada call, and where these worlds in what was going back about my only planets to never name what
was going back for these worlds JANE
so darling please, these in please for please but that this world going back about these worlds in what was
going back about that these couldn’t wonder these in what was going back about this world of theirs in mine
to knowing GENKAI’s child own know your name in SIN. That this was going back about these worlds and so
surely sharing these worlds,
her life was still in LIGHT her scary own. That these worlds could wonder there in what was going
back about these worlds in where these worlds in what was going back about these worlds in where these
worlds can’t call to cry in where these worlds couldn’t wonder there in where you don’t still never name you
are to knowing knowing this grace in all these shadows so lost in what was WAR to WAKE my sin, but there

was nothing I could have for SIN. But these worlds in all that this could be in but that this was war waged on
in beside before these worlds, in what I was in a battle was impressive
I’m Athena’s brother, she’s taught me a lot. And that was going about besides and wonder where these worlds
couldn’t wonder what was going back about these planets there to wonder this in names so wonder where we
are, and this in please to stop, and so wonder where these worlds, please stop, please stop now, that this could
be please stop please stop now
please be told in where you are for these worlds in what was Morphing Time before these worlds beyond in all
that you don’t know where these worlds can’t cry in where you call about beside or wonder these kicks laid in
and in about before this beside that what you are was going back in grace beside this taken courage where that
you know you WERE. And where that this was HELL.
Know simply this was HER, and where that this was gone, in what was real about these all, but that
this couldn’t wonder where was well in where these worlds could name and so surely shelter ELIZABETH
and where she’d b in them to knowing where was SWANN and who that these can’t cry, but that there was
STRANGER called and his was walk in past, but these worlds could be of MASK, and where that these worlds
can’t wonder still about these worlds in what was ever after what you don’t know who you say that you are
and that these still in my own cryings couldn’t wonder what was yours about my only syntax
lost to war so wonder where these all 7 people are by now
but that this was lost in where you don’t know I know so wonder there in where you know by now but this in
all you are before these beside in what you know beside before these worlds in what was going back about
these worlds to know and still wonder this inside my knowings where these worlds can’t cry so called in what
was human tales we are and this in some elder current lost to wars in time that this was crying called in where
you tell this solo tale.
never know about this name in currence back about these worlds but that these worlds couldn’t
wonder where you don’t know
there that this was more in OUR war but that these worlds, can’t cry her still,
1
But that THESE in her shares, for this world, in where you never named you are, but these planets but
that this once, in WILL’s cry sound, and this was the WIFE OF ADAM, lost in what was named to these calls to
where these worlds are but that this could be some tale told, but that there was CADDUCEUS well in love, for
these worlds verse, and this shadow to who we
2
Are could tell, that this was going back about these worlds, nothing well, no no sister was his own
mother own, so BULMA SON know these course beyond in where you are, but shadow fate and these worlds
can’t cry for these worlds beyond her, and so these that this was shadow beyond in all you never name,
YUKINA
know! This elder in call! These worlds, going back about that these worlds, come call. These planets young in
where that you say that you were, and what was good in grace life, before beside her, and wonder where these
worlds, can’t still name, once in NEVER
4
landing for peace. But that these can’t wonder where you think that this could be in these before this in
lightning static charge for that these in worlds about this in is was KIMBERLY HART for these worlds before
these worlds gone beyond where you don’t name you are and these worlds in what was going back about
these worlds in what was real about these before this shadow beside where you don’t know who you are and
these elder worlds couldn’t take some current lost in where these worlds were but before beside her once.
5
This in my ONCE for this in choosing my name about these worlds in where you don’t know about my
own paces lost to these worlds in what was war still in where these worlds cant’ name my own cry for this in
shadow world verse that this was gone in these beyond valleys below but that this was going back about
where you think to know to take this run and knowing call this in what I don’t know there in where these
worlds but once ARE still in my own story know...
What was LOSS in all you NEVER are before these beside but that this could be in where you don’t know
about what that where these worlds can’t cry this waken current where these worlds are and in who you never
named was yours and body to MIND in where these worlds can’t bring, these PACE but LOVE, and there that
this couldn’t wonder, shadows NOW, in what that you ARE
7
LOVE MINE, and hope, well, in sheer, likeness into attitude, for these worlds, for someone you know,
and where these worlds, so these cry call, in YUKINA WED, that this in more beside these before these worlds

TURNER call, and wonder in who was name, to these worlds, but that this was HIS own craft, but there lost
that what you know as well and ho was peace in mine beside before these worlds of HART.
Sung so never in pace and peace beyond in where you are still in and so who was well before these
worlds but that you don’t know about what was real in all that you ARE and still in my own knowing grace
that this could be cursing yours beyond in all that there was for FATE but this in liking more about what was
real and these in all these beyond my minds but these worlds couldn’t wonder where these
CAN’T still cry out at war but that this was more in what was KATANA TAITO to wonder who you think you
are to dance so straight along some emptier curse or wonder there in where these worlds, he’d give chase, but
these worlds, in wonder what was well to telling
this was gone in where these worlds could be in my own names about these worlds in all that this couldn’t
wonder about these worlds in all that you are if your weapon has no name I could pledge there was something
in the ringing of COIN SWORD to tell where these worlds can’t be worth in where that you know but
these worlds can’t know who was really well as all that you are, but that this can’t wonder still in these worlds
about these worlds in what was going back about these worlds still in where that these name we are and that
this couldn’t wonder there in ever back about these worlds in where these worlds can’t still so cry as I might
but that this world couldn’t wonder where you don’t get to knowing where you are but that this couldn’t
wonder what was real in all that you don’t still name in my TIME. That these worlds could wonder where
your own fates could be in what I am, still to TIME, and where these worlds, can’t, still wonder what was in
LOVE, but these elder worlds in my current taken courage could be in where you don’t know who that you
are, still in TIME I take it well.
These BESIDE in where that you don’t know, for where was WHEN these tale of where that you don’t
cry to call but these worlds in what that you don’t know who you are to mine and so sheer sell solo call in
where these worlds couldn’t wonder where that this was but that these couldn’t wonder that this couldn’t be
“break in the telling and lie about the aftermath alright?” this in all that you don’t know about where these
worlds couldn’t wonder there in what was tell to tales in what was there to watching this in all that you don’t
know about but who these worlds can’t cry for this in calling me about these world to know!
Surely sing in singing where that these can’t wonder where these worlds can’t wonder still in all that you don’t
know about where these never lost into broken worlds about where you don’t know about that these can’t
share in shadows well to ark but that this was lost in my own POWER here so KEPT INSIDE! So wonder what
was Power Rangers! This in all you are but before that these could be in MIGHTY MORPHING KIDS and
worlds about that this was going back about these worlds in where you don’t know about that this couldn’t
wonder where these worlds can’t wonder still in what was never better worlds to call and call in my own catch
but there beyond before these worlds, HOPE.
But lose ambition in our own, DEFENSE! That this could wonder where these worlds, in COLORED
KIDS to know this world in where we DRIVE! This power back in animals to cry we ARE for this in worlds of
war that this was going back about these into planets never lost but that this in shadows never once about that
these can’t wonder where these caller cries could be in what was going back about my only knowing more
about these worlds in what was fates beside before in my cries about these worlds but that this in once before
these worlds never lost to her that I can’t wonder still in where these worlds in all that this could be some elder
crie to wonder where these can’t be in names about to wonder where these worlds can’t know who you ARE!
But this in all you never name and so wonder where that this could be in where you are still,
wonder wonder wonder wonder where was this to knowing more about beside before these worlds in
where that these worlds can’t cry in these before to call in where these worlds to knowing more about this
world in who you are but that this was lost to what was WAR! This in Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers!
That there was this world, share in these SING back once in our SUNG worlds beside these bekause.
CLOUD STRIFE
6997
Rowen Cloud. That this was this in my own score beside these story worlds for this in ALL you
name but that these worlds in ours collide so world this out beside before that these could wonder where was
This in elder worlds but that we don’t know God in where that these could BE but that this was HOPE in LIFE
TO WAR!
6996
There in once enough before that these can’t share in what was solo never world in these worlds
out to knowing where these worlds couldn’t be so cried as that this was calling who these worlds CAN’T be

said we are that these worlds in shares before these worlds in WHAT was gone beside these worlds before that
this was going back about to once this turning side in what was going back about my worlds to WAR!
6995
These in my own names kind! This in children granted worlds of Israel in where these worlds still
don’t grant that once in where you are was losing this in Faith before these beside to knowing where that this
couldn’t wonder what was really theirs in that all I couldn’t still know was what was gone in Time to take
these park for wars of worlds.
But that these in circles taken surely there that this couldn’t wonder where was ever after this in colors broken
beside these worlds in elder calls but that these worlds we’re warring couldn’t be so surely sharing this loss as
what was losing these beside my worlds but that these worlds can’t shadow chapters lost in what was never
lost beside before, that this was calling this in all that these can’t wonder in who that this couldn’t wonder
what was VALITINMON, but there in these shares about these in a world but this in calls about these worlds
that these cant’ share sung about these worlds wonder wonder gone into what was trouble or who was never
so lasting wonder wonder what was going back about that these can’t these worlds calling that this could
never be sure, but who was never named.
6993
These in who was never called about that this couldn’t wonder still in shares about these worlds
in what was february but there in valentines anon in where was a world beside before that these worlds could
be RYOKO you’d know in where these worlds don’t know in shadows to keep in what was park about these
worlds in where was a boy who knew not a world where he didn’t get your ass.
6992
So like what’s not to like? These worlds, in where was real in where that this was gone in about
that these can’t wonder this in trouble there about these in worlds about that this can’t still cry in where was
6991
Wendígo still so crying where these worlds don’t cry this caller wonder wonder worlds into
what’s never shift fast in what was real about that these couldn’t wonder what was never there about this in
worlds about, to knowing, but that you could see
Cloud’s own drawings echoing the chapels, there above painted, of that WILEY COYOTE was dismembered
effectively, and there was worlds of where you don’t know, what was inhuman anger, for what resulted all
hours before?
6989
These in shadows so well in where that this could be in going back about this chapter lost but that
these worlds can’t be so well in where these before beside or make it happen well without him, and wonder
what was gone in these before your FAITH in what was never real to wonder this in names about that these
can’t shadow you back from this in LUST.
6988
So telling that these worlds can’t wonder still in shadows lost to this in somest sure attack before
her body into what was real about that this couldn’t wonder still in where was discomfort of what that you
know, and wonder where about that these worlds, this into where that these name and wonder where these
worlds, or tell a story instead of what was being chased and you’d won so far, and weaken devils who run, but
that there was worlds in where these forever worlds couldn’t wonder into what was never real still into what
was never real but that this was gone on in what was painted but that there was faith in where these elder
worlds be about apart from where that you think you were in what you need and that this was amaze for it.
6987
Every drawing of the coyote devil winning, was the same to any eyes across hit, cut colored there,
but every new piece
6986
ov victory even into what was surest carnage broken into the devil body, was something new to
see. So wondering where these worlds, for this in devilhood response before that this beyond where you don’t
get to grace all that you are these shadows for a better world before in where you don’t know what was real in
all that these can’t be still in where that this was well into knowing who was still so well but that there was
worlds of power this side in hope for worlds at WAR.
6985
But there that 0121 was the lost boy still in where these worlds can’t cry for these in who was
HONIKER to a boy broken once in sounds but that this couldn’t share into where that these don’t know in
allay for accent but that this was going still into knowing where these worlds couldn’t know about by now but
that this was still in love before these beside to what was real in all that this never was
6984
or that Шendígo could be brought to life for these among these newer rising sons of what was
gone in wars to cry in where these worlds, but that this was ever undead so knowing where that this couldn’t
wonder but that this breathing into hers for a

6983
Life that this was better into worlds so wonder what was so singing well enough before this in a
world before that these worlds share what was real in all you’d never had about these inside that my only
livings once into knowing who these worlds couldn’t shelter ever hour after better hour there after better hour
there in once about that this couldn’t still shelter what was real about her or these into hours lost but that this
couldn’t hitch your moments gone.
6982
There in enough before these worlds in where that this couldn’t shelter just what that you Are but
that these colors in what wasn’t wrong about these inside that this battle into my colors where these worlds
couldn’t wonder what was going back about this inside my shadows beyond into what was going back about
to battle better worlds in hours once in what was Zelda but this in hours going back about these worlds into
knowing who was still ever Link in where these worlds can’t be losing where you are still once in my only
song but that this wasn’t going shadows where in what was real...
6981
There to lose a tail, for these worlds for this in Link’s Awakening why was this on Destiny Island
there into where these worlds lost for hours, or where was the black borders
of your game still.
0121
But that this couldn’t wonder there on in after that there was this in a better young chapter there
in about that boys could wonder who that you think you’d dance for but another boy so well as all that these
can’t wonder where was in enough beside before these worlds into shadows about that this was real in enough
before that these worlds can’t still cry in what was going back about these worlds in where that this in it was
before.
0122
So there that losing my own chapter this in where these worlds before that this can’t wonder still
in shadows lost to where these worlds can’t still Never be but this in loving worlds about my planets there
these inside beyond where that you get but that this in a game before world of life.
0123
Share enough beside that this in what was broken blood by night light still in where they are for
these in red not arrow but that this blood could turn to black and there was no lantern tower world where
these worlds can’t be bringing this in breathing moving faster there in about that these worlds can’t wonder
where about or wonder Link’s rescue by the owl couldn’t have been faster there but the boy struck with poison
arrow
know about this inside a better world before these worlds of where that you don’t still never knowing know
about where that these can’t wonder still in who you’d never be but that this couldn’t wonder where that this
couldn’t wonder still in where these for my world couldn’t wonder what was never better there in all these
0125
Chapter never lost to what was battle surely there inside my knowing more about that this
couldn’t wonder still in shadows better on in about these inside my knowing where these worlds couldn’t
know about where that you don’t name into what was going about these worlds into knowing where these
worlds in what was high for these worlds going back about that this was going back about, but change your
own blood to black and know this arrow strung song sung on the air for the world.
0126
That there in what you’d brought me couldn’t be that this life was still in my own love before
these worlds control but that there was in what was Nala’s crying worlds about this in what was never lost to
where that you don’t know about where these couldn’t know to be but that these worlds in where these
worlds in where you are beside before that this was going once in about that this in planet past before these in
passions lust for this inside a better world for where these worlds still are...
0127
Soaren’s wife was crying well in where you don’t know for who you are but that this elder world
could wonder if she was of the birds.
0128
A girl? That there was wonder into knowing these before that these worlds, or to what was lion
man, but that was HAWK so knowing more the daughter of MUFASA that these cannot be beside before these
worlds in shadows, was she girl her animal life all, so Lion Girl meant what you see in who she was and there
before these worlds in what was real about that these couldn’t wonder these planets never once about these
worlds into knowing more about these worlds before this beside in wonders more about these worlds in what
was going back in TIME still.
0129
That there was never losing dice to roll in cages lost to where these worlds can’t wonder still in
times beside or wonder there in what that LYN could cry in her worlds, for knowing that girl once in schools
lost to their own walks, but this in where these worlds could be in shares of loss to worlds of war but this

world in my own planet there in these beside a better hex control in where you don’t know about my lives
intact.
0130
Who was never lost, to losing me, but this inside my knowings more about this in my shadows
beyond where you still are and what was gone in Time and that these worlds don’t never name my calls to
kinder worlds, but that who you never SAY, you are! Still in where, these worlds couldn’t wonder what’s still
so real as that these are still in what was going back about these worlds gone in losing lost for sound in my
timing taken surest course in what’s so real.
0131
So then to who was lost in where that we can’t name but that never once in these shallow worlds
could be into where that there, of those, who think
0132
I’m not a boy, on WORLDS you know, so lie, then tell, and wonder if that there was one set stop
brave who could see the course through era past and make, that there was S, to skies in what was light, and so
wonder where into worlds about these inside of what was gone beyond in where these worlds couldn’t name
6982
where was first Link by now so wonder well into where these in triel tale but that these couldn’t
wonder where that this was going back about but there inside these a name, but these before to wonder these
faith in where that this can’t wonder where this, in what was gone, to name so well in telling tales. There was a
tale of Kingdom Hearts to be told,
6981
of link this side, to unlock all the worlds. So in share about a world into where that this was in my
only grace beside your calls and so wonder where that this couldn’t wonder this in names about that this
inside my names but that these couldn’t still happen in a world before that these worlds in where these
beyond a better shadow world in where that these can’t wonder where I was but that this was losing my only
channel
there about what was broke. But that still in what was losing life and that still in a world before these in battle
human persona back to worlds of life and that there was never some elder world in what was planet never lost
to hers so wonder where that these planets water’d
6979
NAME me in colors never lost to where that these so shadow me so well as calls. But there was
this in some kind of world beyond to where you don’t still know about where that this couldn’t be, or that
these name and share in my solo cries for this this was calls in from before these worlds but that this couldn’t
be in where these worlds are into what was never gone from these for this GRACE beyond all these COLORS
6978
called but that this was once in FATE to say for lies in where these worlds can’t name and there
enough who was lost in my sounds for this in my SIGN but that there was a world where SEPTEMBERMON
call,
6977
and CHAOSMON bring these apart from your own worlds in where that these can’t name but
that I’d never be in where these worlds lie and seeing these worlds but bring me in chalky dust for that this
couldn’t venture that I’m never lost or that worlds of these couldn’t still wonder where was going back about
that this holy world in where that this was never going back about my only faith in where that this world
couldn’t be saved
6976
but there were children who don’t believe. So just don’t believe. And wonder where these worlds
can name but what was in fledge light beyond, or there in a black cape lost to sounds of ages lost in my own
life but theirs in my fates, but this into worlds about where that these are and that this could wonder, what
names you’d cry for these worlds, that this in a KINGDOM HEARTS legacy tale for where you’d be told, was
set so far apart from where you’d walked we
6975
could lose your life in where I am, or there was human calls to wonder what was real in all that I
am, and these in where that this couldn’t be so lost as mine, but that these worlds could be in where that I
don’t know her or world in it back about where that these worlds in who was my colors to sound but that this
in some elder world for where you know but that these worlds.
6974
That God could Walk, of man not, or that they can see here believe. So fine then, that this was
Simba calling, and who you name to where these were, was he became, Superman, and that these era for
where you are, was this in trial’d walk, or that it was mythic legacy, and the blonde, another.
0133
“Who Are you?” that this, in what that Link could walk, and wonder high... that this boy in blue,
for this in chest painted yellow there in border there and inside S of red, that this was the shape of a shield
with many worlds, but that this of mine own life. “Believe in me?”

0134
“There was never any, but who to name you... Do you fight like me?” for strike about, that this
sword could change before the newer eyes, so waking up a keyblade well and into these calls before this
beside that this world, so surely shared in well where you are, “I can’t take that you could cast it, but CURA
would slow you down.”
0135
“I doubt it.” “No, but your own will is not so broken as God. You will not need it.” “Why?” “Why
bother?” That this into knowing where, that this could be in what you know, that this was going back in
courage never lost, or think that you could try and unlock this tale! For to being in where you are if they lose
heart once again, or that you’d never seen what was real in if you can’t die when you fight but that they could
fall in pain wonder how well you Fight.
6973
Or who comes to this truer call and where that these can’t be in what was never lost to her. But
who was broken still well.
6972
These in what was never so lying about RYOKO so well and wonder about in my only scape for
these into worlds about me well, or these about her
6971
“Are you even the real CLOud?” “That’s a tricky question.” “Oh, someone’s, what back, in King
garbs?” “See, I don’t know you think I didn’t trick you earlier..” That this was in a more about in once about
these worlds about these worlds gone in still about that these worlds couldn’t lie and wonder what was good
about that these can’t be in shares but there in trial soul, but that this couldn’t wonder where that these
couldn’t wonder still about these worlds, in where these worlds could soul me out so well in where that these
can’t still wonder what was never on in my chosen light before that these can’t wonder in what was never so
surely lost as all that this couldn’t wonder where about that these can’t still lie well in heat before that these
worlds can’t lie about what’s still in where that this couldn’t wonder where about that this couldn’t wonder
still in where that you don’t know your Own life.
6970
But to be “in where you know... After All... and I could believe in you,” there, “that you were
some other boy?” or wonder well, in where that these could be in what was run away, before these worlds,
“why didn’t you run away?” “I’m not afraid of you, any, more.” That these could be in what’s so well in
enough that this in where that this couldn’t wonder these in my only courage this in tells, tale told about what
was well, in my own life, but there in solo cards about these lay but there was this in shadows wonder these in
calls, but to lose these worlds of WAR tonight.
0136
But so wonder where was never lost in lego keeps but there in broken worlds like enough but
servbots there to wonder what was real into knowing me before these worlds of mine to know! This in ours,
before that these worlds, in what was real, “Are you Megaman Trigger?” “I’m always thought about it..”
0137
“Did you come to help us?” “Yes...” this keyblade, into what’s still so real, as what you are, but
there in never worlds, but that there in these outside before that this was never lost to wonder where that these
couldn’t wonder where was real about that this couldn’t wonder who you never named we still couldn’t
wonder that we need are and this into knowing more about where that these can’t wonder still about this in all
you are but to knowing where that these can’t wonder still in all that this was gone, in what was going back
beside in TIME you tell but to tales, in where these worlds, but that these worlds, in where you get to go...
“Where’d you get that armor, Servbot?”
0138
“Is that what you wanted to say to me?” ... “Alright, well you’re not a reever, follow me I guess...”
These into knowing where that this couldn’t be into what was real about this into knowing more about these
worlds in what was real, about you still to know! “Still care to blend?” “Sometimes.” That this was going back
about, “okay so I’m leaving a hand free anyway. Come see me if you want your weapon changed.” “Will you
Help me?” “You know what a Spotter Is?” “A Girlfriend?” or kiss her well enough, for Faith.
0139
What to being names, in any color coded for where you are but that these aside to knowing what
was good in life to love for sex in tales to tell but that this was well in who was never lost but that there about
wonder what was Simba’s call in where that you don’t know to who you are but there in where these worlds
could be in where you don’t know so surely share about these worlds in where you lost this night, and wonder
still, in where you call, but that there was these worlds and all you know by score, in where that this was gone
in where you think to know, but these in worlds to trying know.
HADES’ christian bible 1333
That there was this in score beside before in where that these can’t get to naming what we are, for that these
worlds in classist come, but that this world in shadows lost, that these could be in where you’d gain, and that

we don’t know who you are, was this in all that we could name, but that we’d kill in millions more, but by the
fires of ours we score this in what was music set to tone, and where that this was not alone.
That we could thrive so well in God, and so we know that we are GOD, that this was all we never
knew, but who that you could say you’d do in for once a while, that these cannever be so mild but that my
only worlds in sharest call, was that this world was what you Are.
These worlds in planet spectrum take before my own and where that this could know in plural roaming back
about that this in human SPIRAL wonder waunder into knowing isles of these beside because of war, so
wonder what was HATIAN in this war!
Haeven call to me, and wonder what was losing these beside her once before these worlds into what
was, in a merrier life beside her, well, and so who knowing name me well in all you never told, still, but to
who we Say we are...
I don’t know, your Christian score, so telling me in body light, for this in worlds I am, but once tonight
I’d call your name,
and lost in second rite. That these could be in all we name but there in who we Are. That this was going back
in names for crying lovers more! That we could love in mothers true, for these in worlds we knew, but there
was never lost to me, in what was better highest key, and what was gone for these I know, so wonder where
that this can’t
never name in where we be, so learn this ancient score from me, and who that you could never tell, it’s just my
own my sex I’d tell, and wonder well in worlds you had, for what that you can take in me, so be you well
endowed I like, to tell you what was losing out, or thinking what was done to you, inside my body please be
strong enough to hold me tight, and in these worlds for what was right to cry and call for heaven sign, and
wonder what was lost in mine.
That we’d never lose to her, was who we think we are in score. That this was good in ally you name,
before these allies called in name. But this was heaven still a child, so knowing where was well we had for all
that this was knowing cause, and these in where that God was ours. There was fate in who we are but that this
trepid standing once so far could never lose that I was brave or whoever these could think to brave my aching
body in this key, for what was well to cry in me, and thinking like that you can know, beside in body where
we’d go, so knowing once in love of me, that I could be so well in thee,
but this in male to female rite, that these were two in counting Night, but boys in touch to one in more, and
other there to calls of war, for this in life that boy touch life,
and cry out with a boy tonight. That these could be in where girls lay, and wonder what was dancing still,
beyond in where that she could be, and who was hers in these for me. And what was surely there beside in
ever after tones I’d hide, but once in where that brothers come, and these in what was sisters some. But who to
thinking well to ways, that we don’t dance this night away. And so that these could hold me back,
could boys be dancing lose this track of all the lovers we had keyed, and love this world in God we
need. So knowing where that this could be in what was losing hope from these, or thinking this was all I am,
and what you are can sing so in, and what was good before these all, in wherever these were lost to her, and
what was good in my own touch, for this in broken fates in lust. That these in love for worlds at war, but that
this was in heaven score.
6969
Who to knowing where I am beside beyond in where you’d come before beside in what I’d be,
before to knowing where was me, but who to never name my call, in where you think that I could call, but that
this world was lost on me,
6968
I’d lose your hope so lose in me.
6967
We never call to where we are, and what was well in who you are, but that I’d never know your
face impossible in boys to brace, so knowing what was your legs over my own shoulders true, in this for love
I’d lay to you.
6966
But who to me was well in life, to sharing this in every life, that we could know in beauty touch,
for what was real in taking much of all we are and this in scream for what was passion heaven speed. Know
well of me
6965
I can’t be killed, so wonder where that these could name. To WHO we are and who this was, but
that these worlds of her were yours. And into these before my sign, to wonder what was real I’d think that this
was all that I could be in all you know for worlds with me.

6964
Please be love in where we get, to bring this planet back with This. And so in hope we know this
way, beyond in all for boys do play. So wonder in my life so sin, or there that this apocalypse. That these were
worlds of who I name, and that she colors what’s your game, for what’s a girl but gets you high, and who was
me to wonder why that you were everything I know,
6963
in that this was in God we sew. For these before in loving Life, and all the cries I’d hear tonight. So
knowing where that this was high, in paces losing nothing lie with me and take me further deeper stronger
than you know, and who to being what was still, in love for this in touch of ours.
6962
Haeven call away, and wonder wonder what was going stay. That this could never know before,
but who that you could ever be before. This world into knowing what is well, and that these never lose in
where you play. But that there wasn’t this in who we can’t be still so well inside of wonder It. That this could
be in lovers for a while, and thinking more about the chosen style. So thinking liking where that you could
want
6961
and who the girls come to well in ours. That this was better worlds my body ached, and stronger
here inside you I can light my plates back to fate, and wonder who was never lost to these. So wonder in and
there with my own touch, and who that these could never lose in course, so wondering about my only taste, in
where was good enough beside this fate, but who that you could never be I love.
6960
For what was never impossible I know.
6959
But who to being where in these I am, and who that this was good enough to never lie about my
names or thinking that I couldn’t tell you who was never there in losing my own God, but that I don’t believe
I’d lost you far. And that this wasn’t going still in ways that I could want your body here in me.
6958
So who to being why that these were calls and into what was struggle for the world that we could
be inside of always well, and think that this was wet so take me well.
KIMBERLY HART
That this was sewn in who you are could this be in my life beside your call so who into my once before
my ways and all that this was kissing mirrors cuz that she would like to think that kissing boys was easy if you
think, that this was how you know to move your head, so wonder what was real in all you’d be before that this
was Love I know,
so wonder what was hers in love we sew. And thinking well enough for who I am, and all that this could be in
where I am, so surely shared enough that these were FAITH and that this wasn’t going back in names but that
I couldn’t know in who you are but that this wasn’t real in what you’d scored but that this couldn’t know in
who we name but that these ever after are the same.
Or thinking back to me that I was here, and there enough I know where you still are, and wonder
what’s a mind to chosen touch, and what’s inside a world you’d loved too much. But there enough so wonder
who was real in all that this could be beyond your need to thinking this in passion thirst so knowing more
about that this comes first; this dieless passion never wasted on that ours in skin could touch and know me on.
So whoever losing life was going back to wonder in her mind and there enough to thinking why we are
for well enough that these could be as far as all that this was love inside my own so wondering about my
chosen home but that these all a world to love was well in where that this was going back to spell me out
enough to take these like that I could never have to know about the worlds before in where you are before to
sing and where that this was high to live with me. Never once be sure about my score and never once be losing
where you were and there that this was good enough to lie and I could never think that I was wrong for where
you think that this could have to be so know enough if you could boy to me.
But that this was a girl that she was well, and so in thinking where you knew her spell, on ever after
from beware you’d be in what was
there reflected once to be, and that she was the mirror, stone, the kid, was this on in reflection losing in, that
there was still a mother you could find, in where enough they choose to shine this light, and that we knew in
what was silver blood
was she in all we are to know for sword that you could keep your body well from hers, if what you are was
planet
taken first. So knowing where that this could be beside in where that there was romance what was Night and
all that these can never be so well in all that this was losing lover spells luck have it that we had for her to

know and where that I could never lose my Own. but that was into her that I could pray, so knowing what
was well in body play.
Take a better romance on and love, and that this was a world you’d chose her of, and where about that
this could be to know and what was know Yukina tell me well, and so that this was better lover call, in where
that this was Hiei sewn in well, so knowing where that she could be to know, in what was green
to gods in why they sang, and who that this was gone in pink young light, but there in where that this could
chose your nightly cries of God above! but that we never knew about your lovers all about the planet once,
unless that you could carry love I guess.
MACULAY CULKIN
There was less to wonder there in who you never had to really think you are so knowing what was going back
about my only planet this time through and what you think you know, you are. And so that this was good in
where that these can’t wonder crying who we name still, so there was worlds about that this could be in where
you are, but that what you could imagine if all you needed for this life was getting good fucking so knowing
more about that this was good hwere what you think you are and where that this Was in what was good about
a planetside dash for what was lying to be high for, and wonder where was all that this could be in where that
these can’t wonder there about that this in what was never so sure as all that this could be in what was,
5
but like that there was this in happening, so that these worlds cry for this in what was calling there that
this could be, in sex without reason but for love sure about that this could be in what was good about that I
couldn’t be lasting where that these were never lost on where that this could be in where you think you bad
like, that this was going back about that these are still in where that this could be in what that you want but
these worlds, in where was this beyond all that I could wonder still in how to be, so knowing where that this
was sewn in why that I couldn’t wonder who you think that you still are but, liking this in fate for that this
could be you are well. This
6
in all you have to know still, wasn’t losing where that this could go but that these worlds in my chapter
for where these worlds in what was going ever after, that this couldn’t be, wonder what was pagemaster still
in if you have enough library to look after, there in where that these can’t wonder where was this about that
this couldn’t wonder still so well as all that you know was well in tehse for spade about the page and wonder
what was real about the planet After there in my own mind about the chapter in a place that change the world
in ever after there that this can’t wonder, in these eons, ever after where was good in all this human chapter, so
in what was good, and losing this in chapter well about these in my won chapter, that these worlds work in
me Over
7
Sung that this was in what wasn’t able there in my only life there for planets well so fucking me well or
like that I want you and liking this world in where that you are still once in all that these can’t be well in where
that this could be in where that this was more about these in planets well about this in all that we couldn’t
wonder tehre in time to knowing where these worlds get to lie that I could wonder where you for name
8
but there in this Lifht, for where these lives, still lie you hopeless, and these worlds shill lie, and tell
these about where you don’t still know what’s lost young. But there’s like mythic girls who just whoop your
ass for it, or kill you, but that’s worlds, in wondering where these worlds can’t still be in hell for a wwhile by
now and that this was good real or that this couldn’t shelter where changing you could be in where that this
elder world or scroll on in about that this couldn’t wonder sing about and so wonder what was good about me
still in brothers losing touch about that this was never set so real in where that this couldn’t wonder there
about that this couldn’t wonder there and what this was in all you are before that this could lost in mind about
these in my planet so wonder wonder where was this planet never losiing aout about that this couldn’t
wonder where was I am now, this in all my worlds on in better worlds about that this was war in all that these
could be my worlds in what was
9
Lovers more but that there were still these older worlds of what’s a girl, so wonder that this could be so
hated well enough to like of me, and sayit, but that this wasn’t going back about that these couldn’t wonder
still in how that you don’t know about what was real in all I’d be so surely there in what was going back about
these worlds in where that this couldn’t justified it well enough in life before these in worlds for a while that
this wasn’t so bad as all that this could be in what that you didn’t know about once in now about now and
wonder there in about these in worlds that this wasn’t so surely well as all that this could be in where that you
don’t know one fate before her there in where that you don’t know who you Are.

10
So sewing at the moment of panic into where that this couldn’t be well about these in that the worlds
was a planet in where you don’t know life about where that you think you couldn’t be flowered or that this
was better in anything you lie about that this was better to planet but I won’t lie about how easy it is for me
not to lie about how fast you get whatever was cool about our lives just now, so wonder what was cool about
anything you never lied about,
11
before but that this couldn’t wonder there in where that this was more to break the score
2
For who was decent well, in what was going back to names, in where was life beside us all, that this
could be in where was human, but there in losing, that I’d know, where you get to gay, it’s that you don’t
wanna fuck, so I can see, where you are, and that’s important, do you want, to get nailed, in the ass, but I like I
could fuck you.
3
Singing well enough, there was nothing about where you are, that could fake me, and liking that I
don’t know, who you say you are in hours beyond for where we are, for these in a moment beyond all in
likening, that this could be, in where to human calls could be surely taken well, to names in what was life for
lovers to know about well In.
1
Sewn well in like, that I could fuck you all ways tonight, and that would be too well to like unless you
thought I knew the days of where was well in all we’d Name, so thinking like that this was cool, I’d wonder
where your world could be, and what you’d like to say to me, in forgotten clocks and hours of time, still
4
cry five, in lies to mine, but that these worlds for who we are, was this gone back inside the scar, for
there in where that there was last, to naming these in like, I could Fuck you here tonight... There in that these
were lives well taken, that this in a human pattern could be lost to where you are
69
That theirn in life, was good to knowing where that well in what we are, but that this was for our own
salvation we could know about where these worlds can never be about that this was going back, about these
worlds, in where these worlds, get to knowing what was gone, in where that these can’t know that this was
going back to sing in Time beside before these worlds but once about these worlds in what was gone but that
there was WORLDS you don’t still know! But that there, was going about, that this was going, back,
in where these young call, or these worlds cry for who you never were beside this in worlds about me
but that this couldn’t wonder there in where you don’t know about these worlds gone still about that these
can’t share in who you don’t know was in what was cool by now or surely there in worlds gone so well as all
these worlds in where that you don’t really know in me first so knowing where these couldn’t know about that
this was good in all that you think was good about who I am but this inside my knowing where these could
wonder this in where we don’t get going back in time to know this well but that this was good in what that
this can be in who was gone beside before these worlds but that this world can’t wonder there in what was
going back to knowing normal norms, into what was good about that this can’t be all these worlds,
sin and Say but before these worlds, can’t be in where these are still in what we name beside
that this cwas there beside before because in where you don’t Never know about that this couldn’t wonder
who was there beside this one world in who you don’t name you are and that this couldn’t wonder still in
shadows lost to what you are, for these inside of a newer world, that there was good in what you don’t know,
by that this world can’t cry, ot that these worlds don’t know, or that this couldn’t wonder that these before
beside in where that this was good about these worlds, on in before these worlds so surely shared in shaking
this myth call, and wonder there in what was loss to my own worlds before these world in what was going
back about these inside that this was going back in my own for these in woldrds couldn’t need bad as all that
this was still in where you dont’ know by my fates in where these can’t still never be but that this world was
still going back, about where that this was in where these worlds couldn’t fait, this in what was good about
where you don’t know my own cry this in calls before this beside in where you dont’ know who that you
know but that this was going in where these worlds couldn’t know who you are still in my onds minds, but
that this was going, back about these worlds in sharest shadow heart, but losing my own life, there still, about
these worlds in where you don’t, but that this couldn’t wonder still about where that this couldn’t wonder,
there in my own for that this world, in where these old elder worlds, couldn’t wonder that this was going back
about these worlds going once in wheret hat these worlds could be still in where these worlds could wonder
there in well that I coulodn’t don’
that this, was going, badly taken surely, like that I couldn’t wonder there that this was good in my own life, so
surely sickening to like

but there was worlds, in what was going back about that this couldn’t wonder worlds in my own but this in
worlds about that these are in where these worlds couldn’t Be in my name before these to page but that this
was good in my own worlds that this couldn’t wonder who you get to knowing know about by now in this
world before these world now that this was going back on my page beside this in worlds of this age.
These to CRY so surely share at me and tell me, Who you think you are to me by now I don’t
know where you came from, this is all I never had to bry, out, and I could neever see, what was wrong, well, in
where they say, for this in human calls to knowing where we are by now, and who you think I was, but that
this was going bck on me and I can’t tell you any was but for that this was for the best in what was good to
liking me, and where these shapes are plling me, and where these can’t, know, for these elder worlds, come
apart, but there that these are, so naming me, in color call, that this was good in what’s enough for these
worlds never there taken On,. So knowing where these worlds, can’t lie, but that this was never losing who
you Are still, in what I’m, and going back about these never into worlds before these world beside my own
mind, so knowing where these can’t be in what was going, back about tehse, worlds to MIND, and where they
ARE and who that these can’t wodner these in shadow out to thinking where was ME and where my MIND
could BE, and what was real about anything you don’t know by where you are, still now, and that this was
going back in human calls, to where these still name me HIGH, and who these worlds couldn’t wonder there
that this was going more for where you never say you are, but that for these world in all that you name, but
that this was going back in where these names are, but there for these worlds in where these ever ages after for
WAR but thatt his was menver, this that this,ds, this this like, that this couldn’t wonder there in all that this
tripp back time and tepp that thek, this this keeping back before these worlds for more about where that these
worlds could be but that this was going what you are in where that these worlds could Be
or where that you don’t know who you are but that this was going still in where these worlds about
that this couldn’t world me out to be knowing where these worlds can’t wonder this inside my knowing
where these worlds couldn’t wonder there about that this was going back about who that these can’t be in
what was going back about that these can’t wonder where these worlds are in before this beside before these
worlds in where that this was going back about that this was going on, this inside my minds, that this was
worlds in where you never are but that this world in where that you are but before these in close for this calls
to knowing more about where these never get to being before these worlds in what that you don’t know before
these worlds in what that we never are still in where this coming back to knowing where that these don’t
know could you know what was cunt in my own life and thinking what was good on about that these can’t
know in where these worlds couldn’t know about what was going back about these in all that this was good
in before these worlds for what was going back about that this couldn’t wonder there about these worlds
before that you don’t know who you think that you never are before that these were won in what was going
about beside before these worlds, love in OURS more, that this in ROMANCE for these worlds, for wherever
yoy teink, this like, these worlds, in where that we could be in life for there in a romance most especially, so
that there was enough to wonder who you are in where these worlds get to be, adn that was cool to thinking
where these get BE, in my own pages that these before these worlds, for what’s in a lie, that this could tell in
where you don’t know who You are, to me any day. But that there was this in a wrold before these world that
this in mine own mind couldn’t be but that there was a world before these worlds in where these never named
that I couldn’t wonder where you wouldn’t be but that this couldn’t share this change before these worlds in
where that you are and who that you don’t think you know before these beside that this was going once in
ours before these worlds in where that this could be Real
but this inside my soul was going back about these worlds in what was high to cost it all that this was going
back in Time without that you knew, so wonder where that these could be in what you don’t know about by
now so surely there that this couldn’t wonder what was real in all that you had, for these worlds of her in
where these lives could never still be in what was good enough before my life in where that they still are and
that this could be in where you don’t not know about that this in a world before these worlds in where that
this could be in what you never think yo know that you are and that this couldn’t wonder where these worlds
couldn’t wonder there to being there before these worlds in what was going back about these worlds in your
Love before that this was going back about where that you don’t know who you are and these worlds going
back about that this can’t wonder in awe about these worlds about that this was going back about these worlds
in where you don’t know who you say you are and that this couldn’t wonder where that you know but that no

you don’t worry where these worlds couldn’t be in what we know beside before these worlds in all that yuou
don’t even
know that you Know, so wonder where these get to knowing where this in ours before these in never ending
what was good in about that these forever world was going there about my own World, in liking what was
nvw to never know, and that this was going back about my own worlds, but that these in shame other shadow
be love in where I could know, that these in a world before that you don’t know what you are, but liking what
was good, happy to Life.
HADES
1
That LEON was SOMA CRUZ was obvious to several, like, at least 14 people. There that these could
Wonder where you think you’d name in what you are beside before these worlds, was this MICHAEL the son
of GABRIEL BELMONT but there that these of his were he was DRACULA and ARIKADO so knowing well in
worth your spending, Bruce Wayne and Oliver Queen, that these in names aside from where you’d be could
you stave the hells off from humanity.
2
That there was never a cool way to use the name Matthias, we could understand it was not that devil’s
real name, but ants take a part of where that you could be and are, but there to shadows it simply was not
Matthias, who is Trevor in real life, but there to shadow was that Killua to Gon, who was hero that story side,
the son of Vegeta, and there was Gray Son, but that these worlds, ever the name for the ward Batman’s brother
3
myself that you Wonder at me? That these could be in where you’d never know of Sparrowhawk, I was
fighting a Leon doppelgänger at the same time as he was killing mine? Never name, no but look, shared that
these worlds could be real, yes in fact I was it’s called Man Bat, and he was calling himself Leon right away, for
where he could imagine that was not, Matthias, but who that these are could you imagine who Death was for
Dracula devils grand?
4
For surely I am Death, to Dracula this servant brother, but there to naming me so grace in where you
gain, for these about us, it was SKELETOR, and he was called RIDDLER or then it was PARALAX, and you’d
know nothing of the YELLOW LANTERN CORPS if you did not know SINESTRO was its entity himself.
5
We could all venture to design colors that we ourselves are bodies of, but I was already this source
ambition for the element called CHILD, which of course would be a child? PULSE the eagle is the name of HoOh and so is he Moltro and that this was to fly into the golden sun could the white lizard change yellow to
gold with his body, but there that Paralax once was trapped in the sun trying to feed of its energy which was
only mutilating him.
6
Hal Jordan’s horrific fucking selfish fear was so great Paralax was drawn to him, and that he embodied
this in greatest enemies he slew weaker green lanterns but they had no course to not each be indesctructable in
their own individual anatomies, but there they believed those dying around them was their own power failing
as a corps?
7
Fools, and weak, so knowing where that these could be rise of SAURON and prior there was in it of, he
was a hell lord already being torn apart by the power of the ring. These worlds for shadows to where these
never even once could name you’d be, that there was worlds of ELROND who knows what your own
ambitions could be against reality, or these in a name, it was Batman and Elrond together who worked to
slaying Sauron the first time to destroy Mordor, and there then that this was Isildur who was Aragorn, walk
the ways of man and you’ll have to change names, but there that this was fool to be obvious Aragorn is a great
deal older than Aelrond and Isildur both if Isildur was not simply his name forever
8
they all work that way. Carmilla, was a devil you could wonder at she’s called Cassa, and that was
scare, for where you’d name I could mention one Devin Gates, who was Man Bat still proper, and that these
worlds could know you was he the adopted and blood drenched so sickened son of Adonis Satán. You’ve lost
the sound for the name Satan, so be thankful his language is gone from you.
9
Sheerest mockery, could any trying to sound as though they were Jack, become be, and this was song
in death gone by on to ages we’d never lose, but that Setsuka is Cassa, so know Carmilla was still alive, and
Man Bat’s own slatewife.
10
Weakened, from ages in Narcisissm to being struggled against, she was there in Grayfields to pretend a
name, and this was shasism, that there was nothing well, they could be drawn even now, to the growing peaks
of Castlevania to appear in 2019 currently.

11
They will show up with no ambition you’ll, quickly discover they were there only to be monsters, but
there was a greatest actor of his lands, called Julian Ocean, who does not enjoy, that I don’t remember if it was
Julius, but I’m venturing he’s used both, so wonder where you think that you are for what was a black lizard,
12
RAPTOR, that he is tyrannosaurus by breed, and these in ages to where you are, effective at his devices
enjoyed. So wondering how to heighten you to ambitions, beyond into where you go, Pit likes boys, and he’ll
be there too Ocean. So there to wonder what was so real as all that you don’t still know in a name before these
in ancient worlds but that this was caused in my own life light beside where you get to being what was so well
in my high as you can’t name my colors before where you fall and in all that you name in where that these
cannot still sing that we are and that this was well, before these elder worlds, in ancient regarding, for these to
shadow who you never named, could we know nothing of your own paces beyond infinite.
13
Beloved by the gods, was he surest in what was remote delocation for these, but Castlevania is gothic,
and so beautiful, and evil tells not the power different from gnarly hiddeous, so wonder more save that it
tortures them even more? Any power not their own, but if you know geometry,
14
that is the study of gravity; music itself, could you know this harmony as a demon hunter set about to
destroy monsters like Man Bat and his wench who simply come to plague lay it. Rest well in assurances, Man
Bat will throw her off the clock tower, it makes a good play to show you what psychos look like. He has done
so every time; it’s romantic.
15
Man Bat was not bat for his life in what MAN is, but that he was a man bat, he’d be man shaped and
just, man out, power flap his wings against, all the elements, and so degredate himself but that describes Gates
well enough and you could know this was one Raphael in Kilik mythos, but there these worlds lost in our arks,
that Amy was Kilik’s wife, and I am Kilik proper, but know this was Harlene Quinzel in some superior ark, the
true queen of hearts knows what she’s doing.
16
Being to human ark for happenings beyond life, that you could wear a lantern ring perhaps you had
interest in doing more than lighting it to fight evil it is a craft, so naturally is it weapon against evil, but it is
also for having fun.
17
In Human Hope, For Where was Worth
18
In Calls to Know I'd Love God First
19
And Sang for Lies, In All of Hope
20
So Liken Life, In Light, I Know
21
Green Lantern Calling, This I Know
So fate be lain that you were well to knowing this was channeled to fought for, naah, likening more, it was for
finding elixers, which seemed like an obvious stepping stone for one certain lantern to start doing, anything
really. Glowing metal not, but surely, glowing liquid light, that there these could worry you find ambitions
while thinking and enchanting your ring?
23
Forget them, get the elixers, you’ll be fine thinking of things then. So wondering how he could pledge
to find his way to Mount Raynier, it is places of led you think? Surely, that led parts space, ‘can’t see through’
is how you would define it, but the rings can, why look? There was this in where you don’t know who you say
that you are, but that there were places that were never there, and are, so wonder these in what was lost to
names, ELIXERS are hidden by heroes across these greatest planets all.
24
KNOW NOTHING of who you guess to name in some elder citadel beyond my own upbringing, but
the CASTLEVANIA fortresses are of our family’s design, and that these were worlds of shared sing sen, that
you could know these worlds forever where these names could format me beyond where you’d know who
was faithless, but that these names in shadows cannot be so well hoped as where that you’d be in where these
names can’t still name where I was but that this world could be losing my own hope beyond these names and
so knowing where these cannot be in my names about God.
25
That there was this coursest region in space for my planet that I couldn’t know where that you are and
that I couldn’t know who that you sing I was still in what wasn’t so bad as all these couldn’t be in where what
was a playground never so surely as losing my own life to wonder in awe and so wonder that this could be
well in my hope beside that this was pledged CHAOS for our universe, and so in chaos to we Loathe.
26
But havor, for these in a grace of grants, that these in planets that this could be well for that these
worlds can’t shadow who that you’d name you could never be but this shadow in where that your names
could wonder after mine and so in these worlds, sew in these younger worlds there in what was so well and

that this wasn’t going back once in my names but that you don’t still know of my Faith and wonder in these
for that God so granted me Young.
27
Younger ever more in my ways for these worlds but that this couldn’t be grace in you all but that this
in my solo quest out to be knowing Earth in where that these worlds can’t wonder still in where that you don’t
know what Dracula is for PLANETS these in all that you are in these worlds, but that you should know to hail
to Chase Weston who is Prince Planet proper in these arks for a time of aegis, but that these planets could be
well, in names, for that his name meant Samurai
28
and that these worlds are in a name, he’s donned that he was BRUCE WAYNE, for this was name to
piece for these the Prince Planet to use England where he is king. There that these worlds could venture who
you never named these worlds are so in shadow that this was going back in time for these graces that my own
planet life could be waking to thirst in these vengeance mild and wonder where you think your names could
be in what was losing this rite to my own passage but that these worlds can’t wonder where these names can’t
still be in where these worlds can’t wonder what that you still never are again and I don’t know about where
you are still in where these worlds get to naming yours in where we get before these worlds beside us all, still
to wonder at these names for God I know.
獅 Lion(king) 1, 6 space 徹 Horse(knight) 4, infinite space(place anywhere, game) 女 Shinobi(lioness) 9, 7 space
射 Raven(diver) 5, aerial(untouchable) land tu kill∞ 豹 Leopard(soldier) 7, 3 space 竜 Triceratops(barrel canon,
clearer) 1, strait 8 clear 教 Rhinocerous(small canon, charger) 4, strait 4 clear 誇 Stone(pride rock) immobile,
protcts 8 surrounding sqr 狉 Youth(king also) 1 4 space(untouchable) 嬢 Daughter(youth's wife, Lion's
daughter) mimic youth 姑 Mother(king lioness) 1, 6 space kills any but 1st 狒 Babboon(counsel, martial artist) 1,
6 spc aerial leap 友 Samurai(wayfarer, masterless ally) 1, 1spc, untchble
Lion kills 1st
or any
Horse can't trample or kick 1st, canons, or Mother
Shinobi can't kill 1st or Triceratops
or Mother
Raven can render 1st blind, and die, 1st or becomes
immobile, same for Mother, Ravens kill each
other on impact
Leopard kills well, renders 1st or mother immobile
but dies, can't kill triceratops
Triceratops may kill an immobile 1st, mutes 4 spc BASE
unstoppable charge for duration clears path
Rhinos render 2 space at enemy base mute
unstoppable charge for duration clears path dies on early impact to base
Stone, base ; Youth kills 1st with 4 shinobi, Mother or Daughter
Daughter needs 4 shinobi alt'. Mother needs all 9 shinobi ct 7 spcs wthn dfd animal/monster
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JUMANJI
29
For PEACE to where you ARE of course, was it called GUNJI if you take all the animal mayhem and
fun out of everything, for the word GUNJI means ‘STOLEN’ so this was properly a game Gon and Killua
seemed nothing interestless to play against Meruem on, but share to sing what was well, for anything you
know? He started playing it in the fields, in where what was real, it was something else entirely to behold.
30
Why? His ants, kept pledging, he didn’t care, but like there are useless hunters too, so wondering
watching, what was real, there was symphony to what he could manage, but there was going back about these
worlds for where they never named you are still in what was real to being apart from where you could lay
beside to knowing where these cannot be so human as these in ours could be, but I never lost Gon to
deformation, the hell you saw depicted is of a very ancient ark on Korriban.
31
Goten is among the most pampered and so protected of the gods, but that there could be names to
where you are, there are those more aspected for fire over foolishness, but there that these could wonder some
better venture to where you can’t say you name you are, could you sing a story of likeness or was mine never
true, you wonder At me?
32
There to ages lost on in time, to telling these for elder tales, was there well enough that JOHNNY
BOWERS was this alchemist of Elric house and that he was CASPER he may know more about metal and
challenges, than you do, but this was a lost and revived friend of the Avatar’s, so knowing where you gain to
name you are, was this of fair share, challenge to humanity, for this in among the bravest of souls to
countenance.
33
There in these to wonder, but he was a young soul, and is still so, though that Spyro who was NILLS
brought him back in time to heal his soul with one James Howlett, in countenance, but many many friends of
world and a million worlds of lovers keeps Casper well in living worlds today. Share to who you think you
know, for that these were names, he is a legendary BIONICLE, and that you could wonder where these master
crafts could be, it is that it’s fun, for you, and torn apart wing membranes, for bat of man.
34
Moron that they could name you, current CHESS was that you’d need, a much larger board, 16x16, but
nefarious say for shadows to where you are, document it out to a name for the pieces stay the same, but then
physics comes into play and knights can charge on horseback, and the cloakrun of the bishop was for a double
ark lightning spear to fire across, so it was impossible to catch another bishop from across the board, they must
needs strafe about each other and ignore the diagonal capable, L vaunting knight with cavalry blade.
35
These to knowing where you are for 1 space arching mobile battle towers the rooks, could you know
this was for to recapture your pieces, or rescue your friends, queen included, every turn it was at back of board
their side, and that was gone from these, for they can fire arrows from atop through any straight board length
all.
36
These to names in where was what we could name you be, for anything that you’d name, this was
WIZARDS’ CHESS and so who you call to crying well in all colors, beside to knowing but that these parts
before beside and on into some elder world, for where you never named you couldn’t be, that the pawns
cannot be trampled with a horse leap but that shield, they can attack diagonal and they can be beheaded
diagonal if they lumber up beside a cavalry knight. They have forward spell immunity it’s, the shield, you see
the spell?
37
There to wondering where these in, are, a 2 space charge, and them lumber along, but they could
simply start a lumber, no, that is untrue, unless it was true they can lumber to start, tiring, but that shows.
Where to reasons beckon for you anon, if you lose your queen, the king becomes a war god, and so maintains
queen powers even after the piece is regained, but he was the source game, no checks but for fags at play so
they are not allowed, but that you’d do it are you gay.

38
Lose the king and you lose your game, so wonder ventures, that the game can be over in an instant, but
wherever you named you’d be, 7 space charge for nights if the way was clear, so knowing where these worlds
can be in more to names, but calling for this in what a horse actually was, for movement, could we know
nothing of where these are,
39
you’d understand little of Hades, if he did not at least get you playing chess, because well worth, it’s
fun with friends and a very easy venture to torment an obsessor, because you can lose and know you tore his
wings apart again. Think well on it, this is a game for you so keep high.
40
These to lies in where these worlds for some other angle, stalemate is a tactic but that’s not a game
ender, you can understand it’s harder with pieces that actually move and a board to move them on. There to
knowing never once beside before these shadows to where you couldn’t know but that this was agony in
partitions, for these to knowing me inside of us there of, what was that Honiker named
41
COLORS for you, to give you breathe, Ocean was a word for Black, and if you knew surely, Cloud and
Surf, alright, gray and white, if you knew what ocean rivers were, it’s that they’re black currents; cannot be
seen?
How?
0140
this great EARTH
0141
Happy changes for ours to foray, that theirs were ocean
0142
and of black God, so could you know Ocean god was this
0143
ogod, or primal bei is hei. Thes lors, ast ou, ocean was
0144
black and fear, could know you in? No. But this deep could
0145
you imaging currents and so, see. These with me could ours
0146
know what yours was in ours. To be. Pleased at are so said it
0147
was Me!, that these foure,merry,hours,begone, and that
0148
night is ocean, an this was witness shadow, in element.
0149
Once a world fastern'd to these presences in concept, could
0150
you know me in it. For you need any ocean, to know me in
0151
shadow. So witness. and whether you could be borne by
0152
it is that you could know hope. This was blue and
0153
blue is beste when green is the envy, but borne, all there
0154
wase, so there ao is borne beste, but there best alone you
0155
could call it, ao... So here hark was ours if you know what
0156
these do, but that pure green or of mixe, but aoft, shere, it's a
0157
name fore a coloring, beste, is, so get used to it. Borne gods of
0158
these, Neptune and Perseus, his first son. Life being, this
0159
ithica could maime you, by teidents? Lame away for days
0160
that true lore is that there was false lores. Lie never once
0161
of the blue god and be with these two blue gods, or there
0162
happy often could they be so Perseus is demigra surely,
0163
Homes taken back, and there he's a borne god, and that's
0164
his color of master of or, that he was born of borne light.
0165
Winter kisses, this ever moisture berry these theys in orange
0166
light. This was kiss't, uv on un, o'er thyn, line, gain, shane was
0167
to lose you, better life over to, it is that Winter is also called Flame,
0168
Change, Medium, Media, sher, sherra, lauk, lauck, klum, mur,
0169
shen, shen, then that song light whichis yellow could
0170
sing on through snow down which is borne, and this could give
0171
You a true change these winter songs, love lings, thez flemez
0172
bersshzst, brisingr, gr, ngr, brisiiin, gyaush,t! But hot was life
0173
if you'd bleed, and life is red, and life is rage, for there hark
0174
LOOK at the sate of God at faced with evil. Yes.
0175
So long as the word rin's, the color of Life is Rage, and
0176
share sew, these, of kin, that of cherry puse, puss'd,
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luck, cherish, kiss. share a twin cherry and if they
both bleed life, you're to mate soulse, just once
then it's freedom that you must follow. Share to
freedom if a kiss is grant, cherish under the cherry
tree branch. Life, Borne, Winter, Song, Ocean, lev these
or of for to know with Best they are new.
Berry berry berry berry change change pink pork por, for, forests
more better for and as children of winter, these could home
yours for a while, song song, song but over of for more in was
of or to know more was there still of bor, Westys, or thein
Westyss was cerulean and snow white both, so changed about
often, once over but never. forgotten? Will they be? Westys.
Cerulean. Westys. Aund tu westyss is snow white, or or and
with, of't westys... you see? surf, this, westys, game?
It's beste out there. Colors of sons and daugh will
be fine fairn both but what are you? Finest pink
sets to ocean calléd skin still on some, but so is it fine
and well regarded, cute. But there tehy are, pink is cute berry and
light green is cute green, or rather or rather on tuu, cute well.
So set once in this life, Lif was red, and could be donn'd, but don is
violetor purple, and Song. That's Berry mind you, what that's violetor
purple? The one. VIOLET. Worlds over to know more, for Winter
Life, in Song, bud DAWN, there the trio had song that was
yellow don violet, this DON. So over of to know a sacredt
crest in that ocould we be milde, milde, milde, coulde we
be cross't! Over Over sure, that sure share wass, iss, off, on,
yoouu ccoouullllddd be! Cross! That was turquoise
which isn't even not getting called teal but cute cross
is still turtquise, and over of, innit, beste is of blue
and cross, of welle. So share wherever You are, you are
down to currents with, these auroro, and o, better o,
surf is called surf, that's ash white, okay? So of that
it was ocean colored still, could you grace so are clouds
and there was, CLOUD, is called, GRAYS of or, SURF
and OCEAN. Oil in ocean is not unkind, as it's mineral,
so shore, mineral does dillute there to, more, with, these
came, back, with...... Oil was brown, this was winter
ocean, or thereafter, Earth was Mineral. MINERAL. Life
brings you Cream with song at faintest set mineral. so shore,
is earth itself a nintendo house, so there was EARTH nintendo
realm present, along for in, to on, beloft, was we are there, these? This
there tu, green was well in occean, and this was kryptonite, and
so when gone is venom in oil deposit, gone is hell from KRYPTON
So there was life alieved. And faith. who are you and where
hail out from, gooder sir? Over to know colors call
to barest remote to to klimate reaches, we could call
wherever tokens saken these thirst, forever granted ever lost
and hoped was challenge change to where was, where was,
Fine. at loss, for theys, what was winter's son lost but
there in credit is a good winter doctor's son, song theis
of, an element of his own make. There know it would
be in kryptonite, and in gold, bure'd withing great

0229
earth.
0230
Is’k’in in a’st ei’sk ei’ Ou’usté,
Li’st in Aus’t ei MArk
0232
Sun, to telling names beside before some lie, could you know my in his own chosen ark beyond all
these worlds for where we never name we are but that this was losing hope beside in where you don’t never
leave to telling these worlds for where you never are but that this was high in life that I couldn’t know but that
this was once in ours for these beside this world shadowed once in TIME
MACULAY CULKIN
2
There In my once for these ambition to lose in park for where you Never still are again and I can’t
Know about you and I can’t sing the way you sang, but who you are to me any day you want for these same
old lies, you know for what was Gone from, these story, all the way, dead hell, lost,
3
But HOW do anyone have to know where was good for these in side that there was this in once, my
mind that these in shares for this in mine but that these worlds can’t bring me well so well as all that this could
be so wonder wonder more in Me.
4
That these in LIFE can’t know your score but that this world was surely more of what was good about
a world we had to know about beyond in time that these could be in what you don’t know still in where was
what I had so surely there that this was never going back I know so surely there
5
was this in what we have for that I couldn’t Never be so bad as fuck for all that this could never know
about her own life this in what was better world a story that we sheltered that in what was surely this in once
my LIFE so surely there that this was always good about my knowing where to think that I could be if all I
Love was that this was never so sure as that these could be in what we had
6
for HER. for HER. That these can’t wonder still in my own LIGHT I KNOW THE SOUND, so that these
worlds in surely that this wasn’t bad for that I couldn’t know about her body still in ways for where was ever
after cauling this in cousin life still well and always that I could never know by now in where that these can’t
know so surely there that this was never really gone from her but that I don’t have to think about the likeness
there in where that I could lay my sister but you think that that was surely fun so that there wasn’t more about
the human race but score and music wasn’t wrong about my life to sing in what was batted back to knowing
more about that this was sure, sing,
7
THAT WE HAD, FOURTEEN HOURS, or saying where was wrong for me, so shared, this in all that
this was good before in what was clocks don’t count so fourteen sounds like less than we want so wonder
where we are by Now.
8
There that this could be inbattle what you had to knowing more about my only SCORE to settle where
that this was good I know so surely that this wasn’t bad and all that you don’t have I have but that this was in
worlds of me in all you never think I am but that this wasn’t going stupid I don’t have to know your name and
that was good in how that what was technically true so duh that this was going back to thinking where that
these can’t know by now so surely there that this was more of who they say I AM by now.
9
Haven’t you ever knowing, that this could be in some kind of loss for where was good, but that we
know about and know to forget, that it was important to have a lot of fun, every time you want to. With your
friends. That there was real, in simple to being what was cool, that these coun’t be, so bad as everything that
was real in what you don’t, know so well, as that I’m thinking, nobody has to know, why you wanted to talk
to me, but like I love, fucking you, so it’s so, super cool, to be friends.
10
I don’t know why you ask? There’s a world, where there was like, yes though, you’re tripping Me out,
you’re working on something I trust you, I understand, that there was something you wanted to, to actually
have happen, that was way more fun, because once I’m fucking ag’actually, I’m sure there was nothing else I
wanted to do, this is definitely the best thing to be doing.
11
So whether there was a way to think, you can go and kiss the girl, you could know for what was real to
human sound because you can keep to talk and play, but thinking ways for where was what you Are to know.
So thinking about my life, to thinking what was cool, to knowing why girls like their own body, but that was
in what’s sure enough, any girl who wants to call you a freak was one you’re fucking?
12
She might genuinely be fucking with you, because you’re being a bitch? You fuck her, when she says
that, but that’s like, was she going inSane? We were having fun in this, that’s a fucking easy world, so knowing

nothing, that you can say about where I am, I can’t know how often people, don’t wAnt to fuck, it seems like
what we do.
13
Your own reason for knowing about the way my sister moves, was going to be important for having
Fun? There was like, a way to trip boys out all day, but thinking about, what was fun in anything you wanted
to say, about how you know about that girl, or seeing what was real, about caressing but thinking likening this
to better? touch.
14
I wanted to know why girls really had this all figured out, that we don’t fuck into boys and boys don’t
fuck into girls like boys fuck them too, or where was what? That we don’t know about who you say you are, I
can’t think you really want to know what she likes about boys, and you don’t like them?
15
Call her a whore for a way you never are but you’re not getting insane on some monogamy paradise
are you? Nobody really had, how that was fun for everyone any time you ever do anything, incredible. So you
stop being incredible
when you set to turn monogamous, and she, the girl, if she was having sex with girls like is normal, to be sexy,
she’s not gunna Stop having sex with girls, so like what was going on?
16
Ages on into some set form of masturbation, I can’t really say most people were going to exist where
that wasn’t just having sex all the time so fun for real life existences maybe to think you haven’t been feeling
well have sex more often.
17
Thinking you don’t know how fast paradise is where you live and líve, I can’t really think that you
don’t, just get to the idea that fucking other boys who always want to fuck like you, always want to be fucking,
that you could think fuck and get fucked, was more fun proper motivation for your daily existences.
18
What if where you were, told you to die in hell. Alright so sang, for where was real, don’t have sex
with any of your friends and actually pledge to being poor at sex forever with monogamy as vice? That there
was something cool, about faking fake married being boy friend and girl friend, that was a fucked up universe,
you’re not married,
and marriage is sovereign not monosexual. So there was really a sure, fag way to start playing Glee, not the
device for one a story, but play glee, that there was these, for who was human to being anywhere that you’d
want to think you were Cool?
20
That anybaby thought they were going to be having fun without sex in his own life their own with her,
shares these lives, he could be surrounded by monsters or something and then say celibít, but that’s an archane
21
psychosis. That there was never any other kind of a world that was real for where you can’t be looking
for human interaction that’s going to be sex or you’re a faggot and a torturer, so knowing where you get to
playing with the Happy Buddha on in this sex for this was great wonderful food, and conversation about spirit
and love and God, but that was well to being how you can, have sex like that, thinking where these are, things
that unbarably feel good, with a master at one who plays them.
21
people don’t really want, anybaby to think, that their own world was going to be limited into some set
for sorted chauvenist survival that we can’t live in some other setting world for where was good you have to
live an entire fantasy of alternate reality, where you had sex with One other, different person, for everything?
You could be a Well person.
22
It doesn’t make sayancé sense for only person ever to be able to call to you, but maybe we got told
music was time is space, so there shay, scoring that you could have time forever? What was that your song
wruns to nothing? There wasn’t going to be end to singing enough around you not to keep your own mind
living
les’t that you were musicless and so a devil agony incarnated. There was anything that you know, for where
you get to be.
24
That we don’t know who was going to be the best person having sex, we are stupid for your own
worlds not, I don’t adhere anywhere, it’s not something that makes sense for sex Ever, so what you do in
playing to a fake world, that was HELL and we don’t exist there. So wonder what was real, I can figure out
how to play a sentence, to one idea we touch with words.
25
How often you think to know the way you Are, there could be someone cool, for a longer world
outside of where you existed any other time you wanted someone to be real for you. I won’t get On to the Idea
that you don’t think anybaby was going to tell who was cool, why we are so cool, and that’s every baby real

one forever life every time you get the chance so think about what you really said when you never fucked a
boy before,
you’re a poor fucker.
27
and you Don’t think sex is medicine so you don’t like medicine. Have no concept, and in which case, go
for mushrooms they’re poison,
but, actually, I say that because it’s medicine, and would kill a mosquito hornet too. That’s what RAIDspray is
for, and that’s why you use it, because there’s mushrooms in it, don’t choke on powder, get away from where
you spray.
Choking people to death, for where you want to be, is an important owing aspect to how you can keep on
knowing we won’t cut your head off or will most certainly right away or thinking about it you got to and we
knew so before, well enough, gods were involved in the production of this display.
30
That we don’t get you, I can’t code you Out, so think less of ME for a minute longer still, and I won’t
have to TELL you
Anything, about why I wanted to be here. I can’t say for who I am, I can’t say for what was war, and I can’t
know ‘bout how you think I was in all these EVER EVEN UNDER STILL. That these, higher shedow enough
for war in a closing world philosophy. See? I don’t tell you rhyme nor setting beside I can’t say what was good
about a trepid old elliteration again. I can’t even say, what was really, really, bad about what you thought you
did if I genuinely thought that word had a e and used one, to say it, where were You? It meant knew more?
Okay no, though, poor score.
ELROND
1
There was never any Thought given to Why, you were here, or that these trepid ages could be lost to where
ever we name, for who was human call, to Zelda properly, or that these were never so well discussed as wonce
that we could imagine, these sideways views of everything that Once could be so high as all these authority for
these worlds, in once that you were changed, before that these worlds can’t be so high, as all you’d ever
imagined, or
2
to name of humanity, for why that these could be special involved in where that these could be if you’ve
never thought Elrond involved in a world of pokémon, for all time anyway, so nothing you had about your
own Forces of nature, were grant to well yourself for anything out of the extraordinary, for these in a world
before yourself, that there was never anything natural about a world that kills you, so know these fates, that
you could become the killer or the hunter, that these were well, into what context for where would I give you
3
now? That there, was anything human, about a better world for where these cannot be ever after, where
these human settlers, could be well to thanking these people beyond where I never need once name that these
could be in aours, as ours, that these ours, lost in time before these WORLDS that I cannot breathe, but these in
my pleasant taste for these elder god like, planets, that this was worlds of where these in all that this could be
for these in a world that
4
Shadow, could maime, and these in some elder planet that there was challenge or beauty to shadow I don’t
know who you say you are, but that this was going back in ELDER worlds for these in planet never so surely
lost as all that this was well in names about that this was going back about these inside my knowings where
these in elder worlds could not BECOME that this was well in all our home for that these couldn’t creak and
break this world apart
5
but just come! These in worlds about that I don’t know who you say we Are in all that you can BE BUT that
there was never any WORLD for her to live I wonder who you think I name my daughter.
6
Never once, for where this world has been, have I not been Elf, but that these worlds, for where you are, it
was for the Legend of she we could know any way of life for you to wonder it so, the sound was her own
prophecy, and so poor as you would think, this had to be a way of life for where her world was merely the
Taking of power, for these in ages never lost to who you wonder as now you are
7
so motivated. But these so surely past as where that these could be in some itinerary of the capture I could
wonder if you think there was a real ballad she did not fight her cause in and there is not one so
8
there, and knowing where these were, and sowing that they cannot be hell to name in where you keep for
sanctity, for that these were worlds, of what simply was a human peoples, and there in ways we are for what
was gone into focus of life, do we create, and this was epitome of false I could venture, but that I was made,
and that was of this way we say legend of the elvish, but there were chronicles creations about in where you

say you are, for this in a good better world by now.
9
Naked molerats, are not a real creature. You for something of diversity, could imagine there was such a
way as to procure so deep a dwelling animal in any of’t, for research, so for creature tracker animal knowings,
there that these were never real but documented, and there was this for a planet never these in worlds on,
before to where you name we’d be, that there was earth dwellers who see, well that you could know where
was what we are, that this was not something you knew Force in, to knowing where Toph could be, but this in
where was a badger mole has fur, and that was a panda in most often circumstances.
10
Well to bieng, there this blood type was mammal, and I wonder what you thought was going on. It’s
mammals versus the
11
real deep dwellers the reptiles, and that was all we could ever share for Charizard versus Zapdos, so
knowing where these worlds could wonder that this was shadow so knowing well where these cannot be but
that for this life sharing ours, could you know this was creature of awareness that these are planet beyond
where you Never named her, and so well in worth to these effect, could we understand where these all our
own people came
12
But whoove you, so knowing where these worlds cannot be beside that this was well where these worlds
cannot be, so sharing that this in grace before these elder worlds could know where you think that you are, for
that these could be in one such path as any you never knew for that these were once by my own mark, this in
some obsolete standing before where you never named yourself grant, for there in a shadow life that there was
nothing going back, to these in some whether corner of what was human, to these in opatterning, but there in
whay they are, and so surely these to knowing me.
13
Why heal? That there was gone in grace before these worlds there was not a face, you have, that could be
beautiful? That you’d like the taste of horror, you wear that you simply are so, not injured so gone fine, but
there were those who shower in blood still, and we wonder what they look like post-posessed.
14
There was WOLRDS in where these worlds can’t be still in where these worlds are but that this was more
of my minds in telling these more tale on in of who you are beside these before that this was granted there in
better world of me in my own standing there still where they are that this was going back and wonder there in
ours before these sure chapter HOW we think that THIS was WELL in all that you don’t know, by where we
are forever on into some INFINITY again.
15
Be there that there was a world where that these angels could know this hope for our own standing, these
beyond where you cannot be before these worlds for that I could know who you are in face of all uncertainty,
but there in my name you cannot cry for me. These beyond where that I could
16
know of romance, that this was better to being so well in human sacrifice as to where that hell plagues you
so so knowing where these worlds could be in what was EVER so fit to be called HUMAN nor these were of
ours say not to call it ELF. But there these worlds, I shall plague you on humanity for aurs, and liking that
these were gone before my worlds for that these could be more in measure you’d dare DARE me so.
17
HAVE you started thinking of Christmas yet? That there was going back about a world for that these
cannot be so surely SHARING our own lives, that this was gone in human calls but these worlds once in war
that these could and cannot be so well regarded that these lives were where that this was of our people that
these are stronger still in where these names could not still be but once before these worlds in WHAY that
THAY, that THAY, that THAY, that there in these, worlds of who was human to meing mean and are, could
YOU who YOU are KNOW, that this was knowing nothing for where they
18
belittle sounds of humanity.
19
So venture an ark for where that this was young one Robin I’d dare with set for shellow neck on the way
they sound, and these were of our humans to know, but who that these cannot say for who I am could be these
worlds, forever graceless in prezences as that these worlds are forever shared, in hells against the Slitheen.
20
Becker mark, for where was Oz, in ho for humanity, but these were never our people you know nothing of
where these mark for what REAL, OZ is, and that these could play you never once in ours before this beside
into hope for this in a story well to where these worlds cannot be so surely knowing where these worlds can’t
be still inside that these worlds could wonder where my own time was, and who these all girls say we Are.
21
Who that you know you are, was never anything but Pace for me.
That there, in one, before that these times could be taken of the other so played, and these in a world, before to
knowing where mine was, but that these worlds could not be so sharing ours, as that this was going back in

time, or that this was surely current as all that this was gone into grace before these worlds for where this were
and is in our for these hours lost to ways they can’t name and cannot be so who you are was Just as these in
paces losing mine, to ours but of our people I know. Why do you speak as though I have to Kill you just to be.
There was nothing for me, I don’t know why you’re here.
But that was easy enough, I just don’t know what you know. “That was far enough away from me..” “That
was better death, to deal you, I can cast fire, did you know...” But that these cannot be so surely shared as all
that this was surely lost to where these deals could be in what was HUMAN worlds to being what was Gone
in these beside to knowing where that this couldn’t wonder still into knowing where that this couldn’t know
about where you don’t think you are beside before that this was gone in where they name her...
Better be well for that this could be in love for where you never knew her. Do you know the dragon of
Aeolos?
His name is Smog. So sharely, are you out of your mind? You can fill me in on a venture, for when you say
you’re hunting Smaug, I didn’t have to look, for who was, there to knowing more, master of air as though it
sings,
FOR him, no that was true, he’s the design, FOR that... alright and then in, master adept fascination of FIRE,
dragons fly, and breathe fire, famously for him, that he is... Ever for tales, heard of a dragon, beckoning up, to
fight an aircraft? No surely they can Fly, they will hit you just as fucking hard, coming up,
as any downward strike will give, flying is not what you think. Unless already you know. Thank you for flying.
There was NEVER anything so well in car, class remark, as anything Thorin or Bilbo could be real in, that these
were never graced, for where that these planets are, but there in these to naming ours of these are, and so
surely shared, Bilbo would often say they’d slain Smaug he sounded as though he were conning people, and if
you locked your door the invisibility ring isn’t, opening it for him. He is a MONSTER though. Any story in a
name for it, there was Gollum and Bilbo was impossibly more evil. That was more to being what an Octopus
can do, become or being what it is, for these in a monster
like Hal Jordan was GoLlum MOST evil, and there was always to it, but Bilbo always thought he was
infatuated, surely ever after, convinced, he was so much better, at every course for carnage and agony of these,
here. Human call,
you’ve read there and back again? These for a surest tale into telling you where one book was written that
somehow Smaug has ever been allowed to die, you’ve wondered if Icarus has survived every story, and he has,
but there was Jason Todd who is, Terry McGuiness, and that was Trunks the time wizard. But these to where
that these, ah, so name was Nills relatable to him? Wonder at Simba’s own volition for will, if what he was,
was surely desired about to protect Gohan who is Mew.
There to knowing anything, but where that you are and were, to being who you name, that I could never know
a better part of who you never cried to be in shames for where that you could not know to being become, and
so sharing these worlds for that we are greatest Heave against this shuff, and there was going back, but that
you don’t know who you SAY you are to me if you’ve never heard for all these messages what you are worth,
ever to me at all.
That NAMES, can lie to you, was on in forever what you wonder to being for who these people are, but that
this in shadows, could wonder well in who was human to names in where was this before that these in worlds
but who to human callings never mark for naime en is’t where you know nothing of, Mew, if you so fitfully in
righteous fury could not see one but another,
nothing well, for who was hope to power against the blight, but that these worlds worry who was going back,
who told you Superman called Clark,
was so, or was that he was really Mew as it the cat along, saying that? These to knowing, anything, perhaps
they’re teamed up, and that could share to knowing where these worlds in forever could be to name in the
tailless kajhit, and there but that there was this world of who was Talos grant to being part for these in some
ether ever after human marking for where these worlds, in what was clarity sung before to shellow shallow
hearts, that was Aeolos, so wonder who you name to thinking of me ever after, sung.
SHADOWFAX Or under, these that some elder name could not follow you, into these unmarked ambitions
beyond.
There was a world, where that these were of my name, in who was human to calling where these get to
naming me so sang and could be but before where you don’t know who was going back about these in planets

so lost to me in where that these worlds could be in what was going back about this world in what was more
about that this couldn’t be in something that I was going back before these worlds in who that this could be, in
wherever you don’t know, this name in what was Kingdra, could wonder there in beside this color course, and
this was Horsea, you think? That these could be in knowing more about, that this was going back, about that
this was more in all you know beside my own fates.
Where was any, that this in to being more, but there was Queendra that you never knew? There in heart for
these a part of that once, in all theirs to knowing where these worlds, that this could be in where these worlds
can’t wonder this in a name before this beside in where these worlds, could know who you say you are. That I
don’t know, about where you think to keep your castle, I could wonder there in a thinking for these to
knowing where these are, for that these could be, but that this was going back, to knowing where these
animals are, for that we could wonder who you think was real in that this could be flight against anything
you’d name, but for their was Icarus the first of them, that there was wonder where you are, for this in wings
from sea or there within that you could know by now in where we’d baen but that this was more to wonder,
how old you think horses are, and whether we have existed for all time is eroneous by now,
but that was gone, in where these were, we exist for all of it now. But that was ageless memories that you
could think to visit in the past, that there were horses now, but more, these, not so for memory, but that we
have no memory seen without these lives here being real.
But that this was ever human to calling what was a horse god seems unreal of that, unless that you don’t
know who these elders call to when that this could be dredge in where these worlds could know you were, in
that they could run like We? This in these before some age, in colors before, it was a bird you think, or that this
was going back to what was HORSE in anything you know, by ways on in beside before by now, so surely
wondering how that these are in our actions, beyond where you don’t think these cannot be before that this
beside where you don’t know who was better than to once in ours, knowing these grace of how that these
cannot be beside before where these worlds could wonder what was grace about that these are so well, in all to
a name before this world, in what was real about who you never called, saw, in where you think we summon
hurricanes, we can make them,
CHARIZARD
5
That there was this inside my world before that this couldn’t wonder where you think you are so
wonder where that this couldn’t be in who that you don’t know by now so surely there that this could be in
where you don’t know this life but that these in worlds of war but that there was never a world beside in once
about that these could wonder who you think was real in that these could be in FATES about that this couldn’t
wonder where you think what was dragon still in liking hate, and that was good about, that I hate you all!
8
There was little, to try and know that this could be in what we face! Beside in before that this couldn’t
be but that this was good in love but theirs in sone about a world in where that this could be, in my Life! To
know this world! But there was never life!
13
Well in where we’d never spend! I couldn’t wonder who you don’t think that this couldn’t be in where
these worlds couldn’t wonder still to bieng where these are and these in all that this couldn’t wonder still
about that this ain in all that this was knowing more about these worlds, in all that this can’t wonder still in
what was real about who you think that you never are before these worlds in all that you don’t know,
18
but these in theirs before in where you don’t know you are so wondering still in what that you don’t
know about WHO YOU ARE!
15
That I could think into about what you’d be! But that to knowing where these worlds couldn’t know
the fates of my life in where that these can’t know about that this in my courage true so wonder who was real
to you about what’s so wrong, in a world we Life! 1 that these could be in ours before that this was good in
where these Are!
But that this was going back in time that this couldn’t wonder where that this could be in what was never so
surely lost as world, for these inside that I can’t wonder who you never think was real in all you do and get to
knowing where that this couldn’t wonder on in about this all before but that these couldn’t wonder who you
think I was but that this was more about that this couldn’t wonder that this was earth and dragon well to page
and wonder who I was in these worlds but that my own grandfather kicked your ass if you’re not God!
But that these worlds can’t kick all that you are unless you think I breathe fire! And that there was
worlds about where that this was still Superboy you know! So wonder where these in all that this was never so

surely there in and on in ever on about this world but there that this was never not your friend in who you
think was ANAKIN you know or surely there that LUCIFER was cool! And all that you think was me I am,
and that this was surely CHOMPER but that you don’t know about that these can’t wonder still in where that
MERLIN WAS! That these can’t wonder where these can’t knowing know about your world, but that this can’t
wonder still in what was so surely shared about that this was in all that you are, and I don’t know about where
you get to being before where you are! That this was going back about that this couldn’t wonder still who you
how high you don’t know about what was real in all these worlds I fly pretty Well if you want to know I was
gunna be Groudon but I decided not to, but that was more
to kick somebody’s ass, and that’s okay! I would have been the first Groudon, so that’s obviously nothing what
that would have looked like
if what I don’t fly anymore? That this was going back about these in some elder world before where you don’t
know who you say still that in these world you are before these in some world before these worlds of life that I
could have to try and still never not know, but come on and tell me! That this was in Love before these old
worlds but who that you don’t know where I could Be in what you don’t know but there was worlds of who
that you never think you are and these worlds GONE! There was never any kind of world you think to know
by now but that there was a world where I didn’t go find Misty I don’t know what the point you think is of
flying but that was good in a world for what she’s like so I don’t think any baby knows about the world
whether he was a boy if he didn’t want to have hot sex with Misty, but there that this was good in all that I
could think about these worlds, it’s not like she wasn’t sure that I was cool,
all I am is cool, so that’s what’s that is me. That there was good in my world for that you can’t be real in all that
you think there was never worlds about just who you think I could think about if you don’t know who you
think you are and that there was worlds about that you don’t think I like about a world in if boys want to be
like me but that there was worlds where you’d never have me. That’s this if that you’re not so well, and as all
that I couldn’t be so surely there to live this life, in what was life, in where that I don’t have not to kill you if
you think you’re a freak and want to fucking try and fucking just start.
So that there was a world into knowing more about that this couldn’t wonder where you never think
this was in if all that you think there’s a finer kid in these worlds but of me in my skin that I don’t think you
know about what was lizard black but there about that this in all that I couldn’t wonder where you have me
but this still world there that these could be in what you never knew about that this was deepest shades of
black in what I lizard am you know,
but this was a child of the cat, so wonder what was real in all that you think I am, it’s cat in this world set black
or that orange was the light I was born in Of so be knowing where these in all that there was a world into
where that you think that I could be in where you know about my only life but that this wasn’t not just Pan so
think about what you don’t know about my planet but there was worlds of that I wasn’t gone about there
inside my knowing what was gone in my Force before that these were never not so real and so rad as all you
are in what’s me still!
‘Story of Mateo’
Being at the staff of, well, at castle GreatSkull, you should know SKELETOR used to be a lot more dangerous
than he is now, it was all hell, so being where I was, I didn't run, I thought the young are fighting
and I can breathe something thanks to what was created by the Honu harkened, SHENLONG is a friend of
mine, and he's new here too.. MNow serving the castle, I could sew hell against hell, so that was my life, all
monsters, no friends.
For EONS it was my life and I didn't have an out of it, now children born in hell were called wendigo they're
undead, now that they predicted an undead saint at GreatSkull
wasn't, that they predicted rain, eventually, at some point, or it was prophecy, right that there would be
prophecy, but he would lead an undead army, also not what I had else to learn from, everything cool effective
was undead if you said undead it meant gothic and they don't know gothic.I didn't want an undead son, I
wished for a stone baby
wendigo always run it's how they know they can stay alive.. stone and he would go unnoticed as most stones
did, and stone he wouldn't run he'd feel safer standing and fighting, alright,
so I don't know if I'd ever have had the strength to reep so much hell on their court if I didn't hear an actualy
prophecy of a stone child being born to the court to destroy skeletor..

now did I destroy Skeletor or did my grandson? He was born there, before I'd have had him, to destroy it, like
I always dreamed, but VAATI devoured a stone, that my grandaughter, I call her my granddaughter, my
daughter, fed him instead, she'd borne herself, being a monster summoner was killing her but this one saved
her soul, now he killed her, right after devouring the stone, and the child was rapped
it was one child of many it was child sized, so it went unnoticed, looked nothing like a stone. it looked
calamitous, gothic, WAY too powerful but they don't see beauty in a stone they saw undead, they don't see
that that beauty, was stone beauty, it was nothing to do with anything...
so that's the calamitous puppy story the stone ckou, hollow, puppy animal... Rock, or Mateo
now bangoo, he's never tried to have a son,
a Son? for the glory of bangoo he fights, my real grandson
‘Father of Mateo’
"Si arMaGAA,YUOO!" is this Yours?! Mateo's father lived in hell, and there was slaying devils, being of war
naer Gastle Creatskull, he'd run, like the undead do, and return for some wealth, heads or shars prize, for
SKELETOR's domain, so there was that, there were, occasionally women,
among the devil summoners, breed stock, if a woman is being raped, and she thinks there is evil in god, she
might spawn a devil, in her womb.
devil summoning that's all, devil women, are capable of. no Creation. Mateo's grandfather looked like a god of
war, where he spotted him, to shout,
VAATI had killed Mateo's mother, after she fed him a stone he wanted to devour the stone embryo they said,
it was born? prophecy was a stone child would be born to SKELETOR's court to defeat SKELETOR. the
grandfather did so, on hearing his own son was coming, that he'd wanted a
one of stone, and Mateo's father had lain with the human woman, and found her slain on upset at castle keep,
war fires, returning then, and spotted the human, child, among, and screamed and slain everyone there,
believed himself evil not, in face of slaying those young, for he slaid them because they were devils, to behold,
by this, real, calamitous child, but he died, in that upsurge, war, to join with her, so he could marry her, and
it was in loss, great bloodshed, that heaven's piece, was gained, and Mateo called Rock, in arks you know,
could be raised by the soul who created him,
though the mother summoning a child in GOD through, one who was not wendigo, but who would lead a
wendigo army, something about it, CHOMPER was born through normal summons on a planet in shadow
design till Littlefoot could find the motherless egg
now LITTLEFOOT is young, the young are fighting, says those, born as spiirts, real animals, growing old as
unborn, before, in hell in tarnations, the young are fighting, and the titans, are Old..
Cronus is still married, he didn't imagine a part where he wouldn't be, going forward
Bangoo is not yet. Dayne Johnson lives in Southerly, Crogshallow by the marshes coldswept in aisles of
summer holden. He will hatch the kangaroo from a dinosaur egg, like God before him..
2 or more wendigo, have come to life. now that's new, they are not dead, neither can they die, but so born
dead?
neither
HADES
There in what you know a know, and so saying for where you’d be before these worlds of who that this could
be in where we never even Are to being who was never saying so surely there was human callings where that
this could be in human calling that you know or knowing where that I can be and who you say you love, to me.
I cannot name for where these worlds, could wonder in if blood was well for you still...
Blood. In name for you still, for that this could be real in where you pledge your aim, against that any could be
unholy or worlds about that this was humanity that you could mix the blood of yours to her, and haer, in
theyn, for these, to lock in more, but that you could be being tortured, with the blood of monsters, so surely
know the sociopath blood is anemic and white, and hellish you’d think to know, no, it is liquid hell.
That there on in before these planets before that this was going back to knowing where these ages are
going back to wonder where that you LIE so HALLOW and telling these worlds for that these could be in
some age lost to where I’d never cry for you so surely HALLOW’D again, so knowing where these worlds
cannot be but that this was in this life so well Of me, but who you never know about for What was going back
in time?

These sure arks for that these worlds cannot believe that these worlds, shouldn’t share where
that these worlds are in what you think to thank for who we say we name we are
but that these worlds, couldn’t know who they say was well or more to better equipt to set that these
worlds in where these worlds, couldn’t be to knowing where these cannot be in these theirs are. Whu do you
human knowing these, worlds to knowing where that these cannot still share cry calls in what was going back
by now in some other age beyond where you think there was humanity for these in humanities but that these
once in OURS could that this be in what you don’t know human by now. That there were
KLINGON who were human this in a part from where these names are, and they are warthogs all, so knowing
where these to being of, ELEPHANTS that you could believe were this in for where you are thinking names.
They especially do enjoy kids with MUAY THAI to pleay at beside them, and that there were worlds, of that
these cannot name who you say you are, there is little to knowing where you could try, for clearly enough
not all WARTHOGS are KLINGON, but that was untrue. So share to knowing more, that these in some either
world age could be so surely losing about what that this in some elder planet cannot hallow or hollow back
into worlds for planet well enough these names, the world was HONÍR, honír, that these could wonder who
you think to venture name you could plural be, but these in where a world could save for who was never
going back, in where that these worlds still are, for this in what was could be panda? That there was nothing
well for it, we are not panda.
That there was worlds about who these people could understand what to knowing these worlds was in
of ours, to knowing who you guess, urgala are devils all, and never resembled pig or even human sow,
that there was worlds, of these were that this was going back into knowing where these planets, couldn’t be
but shared in some solo breanch before these shadow worlds, could this message be where you were from
WARF.
WORF, in worlds before that this was shadow lost, to knowing where these never are inside my own
standings, but that these worlds could never be beyond where that you’d know who you sang for well enough
by and beside these names of who was called, but that I was in sadden, for that this was going back, in names
for worlds of war, but that there was tragedy I could not control, and that I could not rip apart, who was who
to where these worlds are, I cannot be so surely sharing loss,
I will kill as many termites as I would before? Wonder there if there could be something created new in me, for
that was sing in a world of time that these could be in eternities for where we NAME.
But that you know nothing, of Alexzhock, that you could understand these worlds into what was so
well to belieiving that these worlds, in some ageslous, and losing that these Names could be in WHERE these
PEOPLE LIE by these STANDING KALLS that there was more before these worlds for that these could
wonder still where you never thanked to name you are beside.
There in what was well for who to NAME you, I could venture you know nothing of WORF or that you do not
think there was reality to that these are lives we know only they are pig. But that was gone in a name, they are
hippo so? That these beside in caller color, they were theis, and liking more to naming ours, Klingons, so
knowing where that these cannot wonder still to naming who these people are, I could not wonder who you
think was real besides that these could venture there was no improvement to a planet we couldn’t name, who
shares, these worlds On by, for these in SOLO ventures kross’t, yet?
That theys, for this loss, in ways for going beck, and name in a color, for that my own name, was
HADES, and I could wonder who you say, that these are in of that this was granted graceless, from an avatar?
That theys for this in a longer mild, that these for where that you know in NAme you are, so shared that these
in a longer tellingk, that theys for long in a way beside your own ambitions, but shadows to where you are so
wondering how longk these worlds, cannot say for these in takingks, aEver avfter that zhis was gone, in like,
but tdays of theys, for sure shary, and liking more about them all over some other ageless paradise a while.
I can Tell you, that the whole world you’re trying for against what was Black Panthers was strange to a
planet they outrank you, cop.
That’s there this was never not Africa, but that these worlds, AFRICA is planet with Music, and Nala the
queen. The Black Panthers are African black ops, and they have been here so long as forever. That theys for
this in shadow, so longing knowing, where to knowing name was color call, but of me in these shadows before
beside to knowing where these worlds could not hev to venture beingG, beside in shedow like, that theys for
callingGs me and name in kolor besight that theys for this in ever days, so sharing these an’ loathing that ways

for this in what you know so Well to me hated, but that these Worlds of who you are so, I cannot be so lost as
what you never name so well, as these to callingk me so, so share, and liking me more, before these worlds, I
am so.
There was this elder world that these couldn’t wonder still in where you don’t know these worlds but
that this GAME in something left for these in my hours to play by how you never named we could be in what
you never human Are to me, so knowing theys in long for these ways about my planet so, and I name you so
losingG me and likingG these in color, never LOST to me, but they, for that this was callinG her,..
When HOPE for me in all you know about these WAYS for this in SHADOW KEEPINGK ME, and so theys for
that this was going back about that this couldn’t wonder there inside my knowing where that this couldn’t
wonder that this wasn’t going back about my only life inside this TIME, but that this couldn’t wonder there
that this was going back, in what was so real as all that this couldn’t wonder still in where that these couldn’t
wonder still in what to BE! But, THESE!
There in what was going back to granted chases once in these beside my world
but this elder world in all that you don’t know about by now so surely these worlds LOST
that I couldn’t KNOW your NAMES but come to calling me in shares about these solor worlds,
but who so knowing where these worldscannot set you back in ways, for this in laeving these before
her, so sharing that these for that these cannot wonder that this was in my only life that there was worlds
about beside before that these cannot be so surely there in losing more about that this couldn’t wonder there in
where that this couldn’t wonder still in how you are before that this was going back in where that they don’t
know about who you think that you couldn’t name if all you are was good so knowing where these never get
to think we are again!
I couldn’t venture that YOU don’t know about my FAITH in HUMANKIND beside that this was well
in all that this was gone in this was LOVE BESIDE before that these could be in where you don’t still know
about where you don’t get to being where these worlds of grace could hate that all you are was so surely shot
as back in time for these in some elder world for these inside my own for that these worlds couldn’t wonder
what was real in all that this couldn’t really think that they’d never have to try and be so surely surely lost as
me but that this couldn’t wonder there inside my hope for this inside my knowings before these worlds
couldn’t wonder still in all but that you NEVER are so WONDER what was losing me but HOPING for this
FUCKING WORLD that there was never any world but that this was HOPING FOR THE FUCKING WORLD
so wonder there that this was going back in where these worlds can’t be so surely shared
as ALL that this was never once
but I could know about the world that you don’t let once exist in all that this could be in where that
tehse don’t know about where you don’t know about whatw as real in all that these couldn’t wonder how to
be in where that these can’t call about where you don’t know about that this couldn’t wonder there in these
elder worlds ebfore that this couldn’t wonder still about these worlds in all you never named you are and this
in what was going back about before these in worlds I don’t know who you are and I can’t wonder who you
think that this could be in for that these worlds couldn’t wonder that there wasn’t real to worlds in where you
don’t know about this only life beside my only pain in these before that this was worlds in where that this
wasn’t going back about that these worlds inside my knowing more about that this couldn’t wonder there
about my body and world in more about this LIFE we KNOW!
So sharing who we never NAME WE ARE AND THAT THIS WORLD could keep me still in where you
don’t know, why I don’t live in these ages, lost that this could be going back in TIME about these worlds in
who that this was going back about my only livings about these worlds so surely sharing these worlds but that
I couldn’t wonder still who this name could be asking for, these in LOVE, forever surely these, besight, and
callingk, me so share that these are goingk back in TIME and losing more, that these WORLDS so large, cannot
be so losing me in my own AMBITIONS for that these worlds cannot be so surely going back about that this
couldn’t wonder there that this was going back before these worlds in all that you don’t know about these
worlds before this inside of her on and that these worlds couldn’t wonder there about these planets never lost
to ME.
Where in all that you could wonder there in these beside that these worlds gone in names before these beside
me so high as wonders could bring these so better calling me so well as that this could be losing my share of
planetside romance?

There that this was a world that this couldn’t wonder still in where that you don’t think you don’t
know about the world in what you don’t still have to try and know, but for who was Raphael to me, and these
for all you don’t know for these, but that this was love in better lives, for your own shadow, to knowingG her,
but that these, of my own fate, was this boy a lover of mine
but that these were to FAr of me, that these in forever days, of my own life, that they, for this in GOING of me,
that these were WORLDS so part to planetside, in haell, but that these worlds, for shadows losing more in
what was gone, for this in a war, but that you don’t know her, but that she was god, in ways to Jason Todd,
was liking Harley Quinn? Shay, for shadow world, but that was gone, in a name, for these, earlier story you
think?
Far to wondering, Jason was Jason forever, have you no knowing? He is son of Shenlong, and has never
died.
That these for that this world of that these planets can’t cry for this in calls, I have died, you see of me?
8 to notice by for where you get to grant you name you are ever so, and these for a world, but this was my own
calling still, and where they never name you, could you know of why, that they for this in shares, but this was
a cat, by these own lives, but surely did you know the hev ten? It was surely share enough,
Mew knows you, but that was gone in a way, for his was 8 and a sad world lost in a count, that there was
never less, but who name for where you are? That this could be gone, in ways they say for these, things
knowing, where to be knowing what was gone in my own names, that this was gone, in ways before, that was
so you could always lie once or twice about your own existence?
It’s a triplicate number, why are you here?
These FOR NAME in BATTLE but that these colors of DRAGONS eternal could be that worlds of who
you name you’d be in where these planets never lost are inside of me still. So wonder, as that this could be
venture, that I could wonder where you don’t know, or who you don’t know what I was, beside the HOLY
GHOST, but that these worlds, could know in who you name, he was samurai, and so these worlds, could
wonder what was grace, in where these worlds could be, to name my color, and this was created water,
so this in the first, water bender, ventured, that theys for this in shallow, to wonder who was bendtingk blood,
but theys for everyone who thought it human, you think to know? That theys, for this in shadow, for worlds
we knew her, and going BACk a name, I could call you never lost to me against.

